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ABSTRACT 

q 

One of the major achievements of the magnet R&D program for the Superconducting Super 

Collider (SSC) is the fabrication and test of a series of 20 5-cm aperture, 15-m long dipole 

magnet prototypes. The ramp rate sensitivity of these magnets appears to fall in at least two 

categories that can be correlated to the manufacturer and production batch of the strands 

used for the inner-coil cables. The first category, referred to as type-A, is characterized by a 

strong quench current degradation at high ramp rates, usually accompanied by large 

distortions of the multipole fields and large energy losses. The second category, referred to 

as type-B, is characterized by a sudden drop of quench current at low ramp rates, followed 

by a much milder degradation at larger rates. The multipole fields of the type-B magnets 

show little ramp-rate sensitivity, and the energy losses are smaller than for the type-A 
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magnets. The behavior of the Type-A magnets can be explained in terms of inter-strand 

eddy currents arising from low and non-uniform resistances at the crossovers between the 

strands of the two-layer Rutherford-type cable. Anomalies in the transport-current 

repartition among the cable strands are suggested as a possible cause for the type-B 

behavior. The origins of these anomalies have not yet been clearly identified. The SSC 

project was canceled by decision of the United States Congress on October 21, 1994. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The SSC would have consisted of a chain of five accelerators, the last two of which relied 

on superconducting magnets.1 The penultimate stage, called the High Energy Booster 

(HEB), would have accelerated protons from 0.2 TeV to 2.0 TeV and would have served as 

an injector for the final stage, called the Collider. In the Collider, protons in two counter- 

rotating rings would have been accelerated to 20 TeV and stored for up to 24 hours while 

collisions occurred at several interaction points. 

The design requirements for the HEB and Collider dipole magnets were very similar, 

save for the length (13 m for the HEB vs. 15 m for the Collider), the sagitta (18 mm for the 

HEB versus 1.8 mm for the Collider), and the current operating cycle. The injection time 

from the HEB to the Collider was fixed to 1 hour during which the HEB was to be cycled 

eight times between -6650 A and +6650 A, at a ramp rate of 62 A/s. At the end of 

injection, the Collider was to be ramped from the injection current (of the order of 650 A) 

to 6700 A at a ramp rate of 4 A/s. Hence, the HEB magnets were supposed to be operated 

in a bipolar mode and at a relatively high ramp rate, while the Collider magnets were 

supposed to be operated only in a monopolar mode and at a low ramp rate. The HEB would 

have required a little over 500 dipole magnets to be placed in a tunnel close to 11 km in 

circumference, while the Collider would have required more than 8000 dipole magnets, to 

be placed in a tunnel of the order of 87 km in circumference. The accelerator complex was 

to be built near the picturesque town of Waxahachie, 35 miles south of Dallas, Texas, USA. 

An important step in the SSC magnet R&D program was reached in 1992 with the 

completion of 20 5-cm aperture, 15-m long dipole magnet prototypes. Among these 
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prototypes, aimed at both the Collider and the HEB, 7 were built and cold-tested at 

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL,), while the 13 others were built and cold-tested at 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL). The BNL magnets were designated as 

DCA207 through DCA213, while the FNAL magnets were designated as DCA3 11 through 

DCA323. These prototypes were also used as vehicles of technology transfer between the 

National Laboratories and the industrial contractors selected by the SSCL. Magnets 

DCA3 13 through DCA3 19 were assembled at FNAL by personnel from General Dynamics 

Space Systems (GDSS), while magnets DCA209 through DCA213 were assembled at BNL 

by personnel from Westinghouse Electric Company (WEC). GDSS was the main contractor 

for the Collider dipole magnets, while WEC was the main contractor for the HEB dipole 

magnets. Five of the industrially-assembled dipole magnets (magnets DCA3 13, DCA3 14, 

DCA315, DCA316, and DCA319), along with a 4-cm aperture, 5-m long quadrupole 

magnet and a spool piece, were used in an Accelerator System String Test (ASST) 

performed at the SSCL during the Summer of 1992. The magnet string reached the design 

current with no spontaneous quenches.2 

After assembly completion, and prior to shipment to the SSCL, all the prototypes 

were individually cold-tested following similar run plans. The run plans typically called for 

two testing cycles separated by a warm-up to room temperature. Both cycles included 

quench testing and ramp rate sensitivity study as well as an extensive set of magnetic 

measurements. The magnetic measurements were performed either at constant current, to 

understand the field errors related to magnet geometry, or while ramping, to observe the 

dynamic field behavior during current cycles representative of the Collider or the HEB. It 
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appeared that the quench performance at 4 Ns3-7 and the geometric field errors*-12 were 

quite satisfactory; demonstrating, along with the ASST, the feasibility of the Collider. 

However, it also appeared that most of the prototypes exhibited a strong ramp rate 

sensitivity, resulting in a severe degradation of their quench current at 62 A/s, as well as 

sometimes very large field distortions while ramping.13~14 These unexpected dynamic 

behaviors raised some questions about the feasibility of the HEB and an aggressive 

program was undertaken, in cooperation with WEE, to determine their origins and find 

possible cures. The ramp-rate sensitivity program included the retest at BNL of a number of 

prototypes (magnets DCA3 12, DCA3 17, and DCA3 18), in-depth investigations of cable 

properties and manufacturing processes, and the fabrication of a series of short model 

magnets by WEC.15 

In this paper, after recalling the salient features of the BNL and FNAL 5-cm aperture, 

15-m long dipole magnet prototypes, we review their ramp-rate sensitivity data, and we 

present some of the analyses that were carried out to interpret them. 

2 DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The BNL and FNAL magnets use the same magnetic design16 and rely on similar concepts 

for their mechanical design.3917 Figure l(a) displays a cross-sectional view of the BNL cold 

mass, while Fig. l(b) displays a cross-sectional of the FNAL cold mass. The field of 6.6 T 

at 6500 A is produced by four racetrack-type coils that in their long straight sections 

approximate a two-layer cosine-theta distribution of conductors. The two inner coils 

(referred to as lower inner and upper inner) contain 19 turns and 3 copper wedges, while 
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FIGURE 1: Cross-sectional view of the cold mass of 5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnet 
prototypes: a) BNL design, and b) FNAL design. 
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the two outer coils (referred to as lower outer and upper outer) contain 26 turns and 

1 copper wedge. The coils are mechanically restrained by means of laminated stainless 

steel collars that are designed to provide a large azimuthal pre-compression in order to 

compensate for the effects of the azimuthal component of the Lorentz force.18 The 

collared-coil assembly is encased in a laminated iron yoke around which a stainless steel 

outer shell is welded. The iron yoke provides a return path for the magnetic flux and 

enhances the field by about 20%. The outer shell delimits the region of circulation for the 

4.35-K, 0.4-MPa forced flow of supercritical helium. Yoke and shell are designed to tightly 

clamp the collared-coil assembly in order to stiffen the support against the radial and axial 

components of the Lorentz force. 

The main difference between the BNL and FNAL mechanical designs is in the way 

the clamping of the collared-coil assembly by the yoke is realized. In the BNL design, the 

yoke is split horizontally and the clamping results from a positive interference along the 

vertical diameter. In the FNAL design, the yoke is split vertically, and the collar-yoke 

interference is along the horizontal diameter. Other specific features of the BNL design 

include internal splices between the conductors of the inner and outer coils, located at the 

radius of the outer coils and the fact that the coil ends are supported radially by collars 

similar to that of the magnet body. In the FNAL design, the splices are made at a radius 

larger than that of the outer coils and the coil ends are supported by a four-piece G10 collet 

that is compressed radially by a tapered aluminum cylinder. In both designs, the coil ends 

are loaded axially by four screws mounted into a thick stainless steel end plate that is 

welded to the outer shell. The BNL magnets also involved an improved cooling scheme, 
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known as cross--ow cooZing,l9 that involves the radial circulation of helium at set intervals 

along the magnet length from the yoke cooling passage to the coil cooling passage. Cross- 

flow cooling was not implemented on the FNAL magnets. 

Both inner and outer coils are wound from flat, two-layer, slightly keystoned, 

Rutherford-type cables.20 The inner-coil cable is made of 30 strands (strand diameter 

0.808 mm). It has a radial width of 12.34 mm and a mid-thickness of 1.458 mm. Its 

keystone angle is 1.2' and its pitch length is 86 mm. The outer-coil cable is made of 

36 strands (strand diameter 0.648 mm). It has a radial width of 11.68 mm and a mid- 

thickness of 1.156 mm. Its keystone angle is 1.05' and its pitch length is 94 mm. The 

strands themselves consist of an inner core and an outer sheath of copper sandwiching an 

annular multifilamentary composite. The inner core cross-sectional area is no more than 

10% of the strand cross sectional area. The annular composite is made of thousands of 

Nb-46.5 wt%Ti filaments (filament diameter 6 pm), twisted together (twist pitch 13 mm), 

and embedded in a copper matrix (interfilament spacing 1 pm). Each filament is 

surrounded by a niobium barrier to prevent the formation of copper-titanium intermetallic 

compound.21 The inner (outer) strands have a copper-to-superconductor ratio of 1.5 to 1 

(1.8 to l), except for the inner-coil cables of magnets DCA208, DCA320, and DCA321, 

which have a ratio of 1.3 to 1. 

The inner strands were purchased from three different manufacturers and were cabled 

on the same machine without mixing their origins. The same is true for the outer strands 

which were purchased from four different manufacturers. The critical current of the inner 

cables at 4.2 K and 7.0 T and that of the outer cables at 4.22 K and 5.6 T were measured to 
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be in excess of 10 000 A.22 The strand manufacturers are reported to have used a copper 

with a Residual Resistivity Ratio (RRR) of the order of 300.23 (The RRR is defined as the 

ratio of the resistivity at 273 K and 0 T to the resistivity at 10 K and 0 T). However, due to 

heavy cold-work during the operations of extrusion, drawing, and cabling, and the absence 

of an annealing step on the final strand or cable, the RRR of the as-received cable was 

measured to be 35 to 40. No coating was applied on the strand surface, the state of which 

was only determined by the layer of copper oxide that developed during the various 

manufacturing steps. Tabs. I(a) through I(c) summarize the salient parameters of the cables 

used for the inner coils of the BNL and FNAL prototypes. 

The bulk of the 20 prototypes (BNL magnets DCA207 through DCA211, and FNAL 

magnets DCA3 11 through DCA319) use a cable insulation consisting of a 0.025 mm x 

9.5 mm layer of Kaptona type-H film helically wrapped with a 50% overlap, completed by 

a 0.1 mm x 9.5 mm layer of glass tape impregnated with B-stage epoxy wrapped with a 

0.5-mm gap. Upon winding completion, the coils are heated under pressure to a 

temperature of 135°C for 90 minutes in order to cure the epoxy. Four of the remaining 

prototypes rely on a so-called aZ2-Kaptona insulation scheme with either a polyimide 

adhesive coating (BNL magnets DCA212 and DCA213) or a B-stage epoxy coating WAL 

magnets DCA320 and DCA321).*4 The last two FNAL prototypes (DCA322 and DCA323) 

also avoid the use of glass tape but rely on alternate materials to replace Kapton@ and 

epoxy. The polyimide adhesive coating used in BNL magnets DCA212 and DCA213 

required a short step at 225°C in the cure cycle, while the coils of FNAL magnets DCA320 

through DCA323 were cured at 170°C. Curing was always accompanied by a strong 
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TABLE I(a): Salient parameters of the inner coil cables used in 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSCBNL dipole magnet 
prototypes with standard Kapton@/glass-tape insulation. 

Magnet Name Cable Id Billet Cu:NbTi Zc at 4.22 K Cable Coil 
and Coil Number and 7 T (A)a RRRa RRRb 

DCA207 Upper 
DCA207 Lower 
DCA208 Upper 
DCA208 Lower 
DCA209 Upper 
DCA209 Lower 
DCA210 Upper 
DCA210 Lower 
DCA211 Upper 
DCA211 Lower 

ssc-3-1-00054 
ssc-3-1-00055 
SSC-3-1-00067 

s sc-3 -0-00044 

S S C-3 -0-00046 
ssc-3-0-00045 
ssc-3-0-00040 
s s c-3 -0-00050 

11 

I I  

819-821 
8 19-822 

1096 I t  

2594-7 

2596-7 
2596-7 
2593-5 
2593-7 

II 

1.55 
1.54 
1.34 

1 S O  

1.49 
1.48 
1.53 
1.48 

I I  

I t  

10904 
10836 
11371 

11265 

11331 
1 1224 
10873 
11283 

11 

I t  

39 
38 
37 

38 

38 
38 
40 
38 

II 

11 

220 
222 
133 
132 

196 
193 
189 
177 

a Measured on cable short sample. 
Measured on magnet during cold-testing. 
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TABLE I@): Salient parameters of the inner coil cables used for in 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC/FNA'L dipole 
magnet prototypes with standard Kapton@/glass-tape insulation. 

~ ~~~ 

Magnet Name Cable Id Billet Cu:NbTi IC at 4.22 K Cable coil 
and Coil Number and 7 T (A)a RRRa RRRb 

DCA3 11 Upper 
DCA3 11 Lower 
DCA3 12 Upper 
DCA3 12 Lower 
DCA313 Lower 
DCA313 Upper 
DCA3 14 Upper 
DCA3 14 Lower 
DCA3 15 Upper 
DCA3 15 Lower 
DCA3 16 Upper 
DCA3 16 Lower 
DCA3 17 Upper 
DCA3 17 Lower 
DCA318 Upper 
DCA318 Lower 
DCA3 19 Upper 
DCA319 Lower 

ssc-3-s-0023 

ssc-3-1-00047 
ssc-3-1-00035 
ssc-3-1-00052 

ssc-3-1-00052 
ssc-3-1-00049 
ssc-3-1-00049 

ssc-3-0-00034 
ssc-3-0-00037 
ssc-3-1-00052 
ssc-3-1-00049 
ssc-3-0-00038 

ssc-3-0-00043 
ssc-3-0-00049 

I 1  

11 

11 

I1 

2605 
II 

8 19-822 
642 

822/857 

8221857 
11 

8 19-822 
8 19-822 

I t  

2593 

8221857 
2593-4 

8 19-822 
2593-5 

2594-7 
2594-7 

I t  

1.51 

1.53 
1.53 
1.52 

1.52 
1.52 
1.52 

1.51 
1.55 
1.52 
1.52 
1.54 

1.51 
1 S O  

11 

11 

I1 

II 

10079 

10764 
10673 
10512 

10512 
10869 
10869 I 1  

11085 
10985 
10512 
10869 
10851 

11038 
11210 

I 1  

11 

11 

~~ 

37 

40 
42 
42 

42 
39 
39 

. 39 
39 
42 
39 
40 

39 
37 

I t  

I t  

11 

11 

175 
175 
167 
165 
170 
173 
174 
171 
162 
177 
67 
78 
157 
163 
102 
105 
105 
108 

~ ~~~ 

a Measured on cable short sample. 
Measured on magnet during cold-testing. 
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TABLE I(c): Salient parameters of the inner coil cables used in 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole magnet 
prototypes with all-polyimide insulation. 

Magnet Name 
and Coil 

Cable Id Billet 
Number 

Cu:NbTi IC at 4.22 K Cable 
and 7 T (A)a m a  

coil 
RRRb 

DCA212 Upper 
DCA212 Lower 
DCA213 Upper 
DCA213 Lower 
DCA320 Upper 
DCA320 Lower 
DCA321 Upper 
DCA321 Lower 
DCA322 Upper 
DCA322 Lower 
DCA323 Upper 
DCA323 Lower 

ssc-3-s-00034 
ssc-3-s-00033 
ssc-3-s-00034 
ssc-3-s-00040 
SSC-3-1-00066 
SSC-3-1-00068 
ssc-3-s-00025 

ssc-3-s-00035 
SSC-3-S-00036 
ssc-3-s-00040 
SSC-3-S-00046 

11 

2735-2,3 
2735-2,3 
2735-2,3 

2735- 1,2,3 
1095 
1097 

2444- 1,2 

2735- 1,3 
2735- 1,3 

2735- 1,2,3 

I I  

1.51 
1.51 
1.51 
1 5 4  
1.37 
1.34 
1.31 

1.48 
1.48 
1.54 
1.58 

11 

10368 
10308 
10368 
10039 
11266 
11095 
11 101 

10452 
10535 
10039 
10216 

I I  

35 
35 
35 
36 
36 
37 
39 

34 
35 
36 
36 

I t  

137 
136 
139 
140 
81 
182 
143 
133 
66 
66 
61 
62 

a Measured on cable short sample. 
Measured on magnet during cold-testing. 



annealing of the conductor copper and the coil RRRs measured during magnet cold test 

were usually in excess of 100 (see Tab. I). 

All the prototypes were instrumented with voltage taps on the turns the closest to the 

collar poles for quench start localization. 

3 QUENCH PERFORMANCE 

3.1 Training 

Figure 2(a) presents a summary plot of the quench performance at 4.35 K of the BNL 

prototypes, while Fig. 2(b) presents a similar plot for the FNAL prototypes. For each 

magnet, the data correspond to the first ramps to quench after the first two cooldowns, and 

the dashed line marks the thermal cycle to room temperature. Detailed discussions of these 

data can be found elsewhere.3-7 At BNL, magnet DCA213 went directly to plateau, while 

the other magnets exhibited one or two training quenches. The training quench currents 

were all above 7100 A, except for the first quench of magnet DCA211, which o.ccurred at 

6692 A. Three of the FNAL magnets (magnets DCA313, DCA314, and DCA317) 

exhibited a training quench below 6000 A. These three quenches were localized in the same 

area, and are attributed to a discrepancy in the assembly of a two-piece G10 key supporting 

the turnaround of the inner-coil pole turn from the inside. After the first quench, the three 

magnets went above 7200 A and the problem did not resurface. With the exception of 

magnet DCA316, which had its first quench at 6410 A, the remaining FNAL magnets with 

the standard Kapton@/glass-tape insulation (magnets DCA3 11, DCA3 12, DCA3 15, 

DCA318, and DCA319) reached a current near their expected conductor limit on the first 

quench. (The second quench of magnet DCA3 19, which occurred at 6415 A while ramping 
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at 16 Ns, is considered as ramp-rate related.) The four magnets with the all-polyimide 

insulation (magnets DCA320 through DCA323) that were built while the SSC magnet 

program at FNAL was being shut down exhibited poorer quench performance than their 

predecessors. All the magnets reached a stable plateau at 4.35 K, and the plateau quenches 

were all localized in the inner coil pole turn where the magnetic field is the largest. 

Z 8000 
W - L. f 7 0 0 0 ~  .6600 A. I. . . . . . . * I '  . . 
L. 2 6000 

a, 207 208 6 4000 
c 

5000 I 

Dashed line: Thermal cycle 

I 
Onoooopoa, 

00 I 
' 1 ' .  . . . . . .  

I 
I 

209 

1 

I I I 
oo-Pooo 0 0 o q " , 0 ~  o&nno, 

i ' " "  . . . . . I .  . . .o. . . 

0 Upper inner 0 Lower inner 

8000 

f 7000 

a 6000 

2 5000 

6 4000 

W 
c 

1 L 

c 

a, 

Dashed line: Thermal cycle 0 Upper inner 3 Lower inner 
TIP-05889 

FIGURE 2: Quench performance at 4.35 K of 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole magnet 
prototypes at 4.35 K: a) BNL magnets, b) FNAL magnets. For each magnet, the data 
correspond to the first ramps to quench after the first two cooldowns, and the dashed line 
marks the thermal cycle to room temperature. 

3.2 Ramp rate sensitivity 

Once the quench plateau is established, the test plan calls for a series of quenches at 

increasing ramp rates. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display summary plots of quench current 

versus ramp rate for selected BNL and FNAL prototypes. The selection was made 
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FIGURE 3: Ramp rate sensitivity of selected 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole magnet 
prototypes. The magnets are grouped according to the manufacturer and the production 
batch of their inner cable strands: a) magnets with IGC inner strands (800-series billets), 
and b) magnets with OST inner strands (2500-series billets). 
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according to the manufacturer and the production batch of the inner cable strands. With the 

exception of the lower inner coil of magnet DCA312, the inner cable strands of the 

Fig. 3(a) magnets were manufactured by Intermagnetics General Corporation (IGC) from 

800-series billets (see Tab. I). The inner cable strands of the Fig. 3(b) magnets were 

manufactured by Oxford Superconducting Technology (OST) from 2500-series billets. 

Note that all the magnets in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) rely on the standard KaptonWglass-tape 

insulation with a curing temperature of 135°C. The magnets not included in Fig. 3 use inner 

cable strands from disparate origins and/or rely on alternate insulation schemes with 

disparate curing cycles. 

It appears that, for the magnets of Fig. 3(a), the quench current remains roughly 

constant for ramp rates up to 25 A/s,  above which it starts to decrease linearly as a function 

of ramp rate. The worst case is magnet DCA312, which at 200 A/s,  quenches at 2180 A, 

corresponding to about 30% of its initial quench current. In comparison, the behavior of the 

magnets in Fig. 3(b) is quite different. The quench current starts by dropping significantly 

at low ramp rates, while the degradation at large ramp rates is much milder. The worst case 

is magnet DCA319, for which the quench current decreases from 7334 A at 1 A/s  to 

6156 A/s at 25 A/s,  but is still of the order of 5000 A at 250 A/s.  The quench behavior of 

the Fig. 3(a) magnets is referred to as type-A, while that of the Fig. 3(b) magnets is referred 

to as type-B. 

As mentioned in the introduction, three of the magnets initially tested at FNAL 

(magnets DCA312, DC317, and DCA318) were retested at BNL. The BNL and FNAL test 

facilities are quite similar except for the magnet end from which the helium is fed and for 
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the helium mass-flow rate. At BNL, the helium is fed from the magnet lead end (LE), 

where the current leads are located, while, at FNAL, it is fed from the opposite end, called 

the non-lead end (NLE). Typical helium mass flow rates are 40 to 50 g/s at FNAL and 

140 to 150 g/s at BNL. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the ramp-rate sensitivity data 

taken at BNL and FNAL. Here, the quench currents have been normalized to the average 

plateau quench current of the given magnet at the given temperature. Looking first at the 

4.35-K data, it appears that, despite the difference in helium mass flow rate, the quench 

currents measured at BNL are similar to those measured at FNAL. (Note that the 2 5 - N ~  

1 .o 

h 
v) cn 
a, - 

0.8 .- 
v) 
K 

.- E 
E? 
3 0.6 OBNL 4.35k 
L 0 + BNL 3.5 k 
a 

5 
$ 0.4 

m - 
7 

C 

- 
9 FNAL4.35 k 

0 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 

np-05891 
Ramp rate (Nsec) 

FIGURE 4: Comparison of the ramp rate sensitivity of 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC 
dipole magnet prototypes between tests at 4.35 K at FNAL and at BNL (continuous lines), 
and tests at lower temperatures (dashed and dotted lines). The quench currents are 
normalized to the plateau quench current of the given magnet at the given temperature. 
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and 50-NS quenches of magnet DCA317 at FNAL were at a slightly lower temperature 

than the other 4.35-K nominal quenches.) Also displayed in Fig. 4 are some ramp-rate 

sensitivity data taken at lower temperatures (3.85 K for magnet DCA317 at FNAL and 

3.5 K for magnet DCA318 at BNL). It appears that, after normalization to the average 

plateau quench current at the given temperature, the lower-temperature data lay atop of the 

4.35-K data. 

3.3 Localization of ramp-rate related quenches 

A first indication of the quench start localization is given by the voltage tap data. For all 

magnets, the lowest ramp-rate quenches are localized in the inner coil pole turn. For the 

type-A magnets, the quenches keep originating in the inner coil pole turn for ramp rates up 

to 25 Ns. For rates larger than 50 Ns, however, the quench origin shifts towards the inner 

coil midplane, between turn 1 and turn 13, where there are no voltage taps. (The turns are 

counted starting from the coil midplane; the inner coil pole turn is turn 19.) For the type-B 

magnets, a similar shift in quench start localization is observed, but it occurs much 

sooner-between 1 NS and 4 Ns-and is concomitant with the sudden drop in quench 

current. 

More accurate localizations of the high ramp-rate quenches can be obtained from the 

retest data of magnets DCA312, DCA317, and DCA318 at BNL. During these tests, a 

series of investigations were carried out using an array of stationary pickup coils inserted in 

the magnet bore. This array, which detects the field distortions resulting from quench 

development, was inspired by a technique recently developed by the European 

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN),25 and is described elsewhere.26 The 
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experiments were quite successful, and allowed determination of both the axial and 

azimuthal localizations of the quench start. 

Table II summarizes the localizations of the 4.35-K ramp-rate quenches of magnets 

DCA3 12, DCA3 17, and DCA3 18 estimated from the pickup coils' data. It was verified that 

the quench currents and the quench start localizations were very reproducible. It was also 

verified that the pickup coil array did not introduce any noticeable perturbations. (After 

introduction of the array, the bore tube was sealed and evacuated as for regular quench 

tests.) All the quenches listed in Tab. 11 originated in the inner coils. The coil quadrants are 

defined by facing the magnet from the non-lead end and are counted counter-clockwise 

starting from the top-right quadrant. For all three magnets, it appears that, at a given ramp 

rate, the quenches always originate at the same location but that the location varies from 

one ramp rate to the other. For instance, in the case of magnet DCA312, the 16 A/s  

quenches originate in the inner coil pole turn close to the non-lead end. At 100 A/s,  the 

quenches shift towards the coil midplane and the magnet lead end. At 150 and 200 A/s,  

however, the quenches are again localized towards the non-lead end. It appears also that, 

for the quenches originating in turns instrumented with voltage taps, the localizations 

estimated from the pickup coils' data are consistent with that estimated from the voltage 

taps' data. 



TABLE 11: Estimated localizations of ramp-rate related quenches during the 
4.35-K re-tests of magnets DCA312, DCA317, and DCA318 at BNL. 
(All quenches originated in the inner coils.) 

Magnet Ramp Quench Axial Distance Turn 

Name Rate Current from Center Number 

(A) (Direction) (Quadrant) 

DCA3 12 16 

100 

150 

200 

DCA3 17 25 

50 

100 

150 

250 

DCA3 18 1 

4 

16 

50 

100 

200 

7250 

5000 

3290 

1860 

7 100 

7060 

6880 

6720 

6700 

7450 

7230 

6500 

5900 

5600 

5300 

7 m (NLE) 

5.5 m (LE) 

5.5 m (NLE) 

4 m (NE)  

2 m (NLE) 

6.5 m (NLE) 

2 m (NLE) 

6.5 m (NL.E) 

3.5 m (NLE) 

6 m (NLE) 

6.5 m (NLE) 

6 m (LE) 

5 m (LE) 

5.5 m (NLE) 

5 m (NLE) 

a Voltage taps' data show that the first coil to go resistive is the lower inner coil (Q3/Q4), . 
followed, within 10 ms, by the upper inner coil (Ql/Q2). The localizations reported here are that 
derived from the pickup coils' data. 
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4 SPECIAL RAMPS 

During the tests of magnets DCA3 12, DCA3 17, and DCA3 18, a number of special ramps 

to quench were performed (all at 4.35 K) in order to better qualify the mechanisms 

underlying the type-A and type-B behaviors. 

In the following, ro designates a ramp rate, and Iq(ro) designates the quench current at 

ro. As it appears that the quench current depends on the magnet excitation history, the test 

sequence is always: quench, special ramp to quench. 

4.1 Paused ramps 

The first series of ramps, referred to as paused ramps, are intended to measure the effect of 

a pause a few hundred amperes below the quench current. In a paused ramp, the magnet is 

first ramped at ro to a current of the order of Iq(ro) minus 200 A. The ramp is then paused 

for a duration, z, after which, the magnet is ramped to quench at ro. The corresponding 

quench current is noted Iro(z). During the pause, the magnet coil, which may have been 

heated during the ramp, is expected to cool off, resulting in an increase in temperature 

margin and, subsequently, in quench current. 

Figure 5 presents a summary plot of quench current versus pause duration for a series 

of paused ramps on magnets DCA312 and DCA318 where ro = 100 A / S .  For magnet 

DCA312 the pause was at 4800 A, while for magnet DCA318 it was at 5400 A. The 

continuous and dashed lines of Fig. 5 correspond to a least-square fitting of the quench data 

by the function,&, defined as 
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where the parameters Io, 11, 21, and 22, along with the x2 of (Ir0(z) -fro(z)) are given 

in Tab. III. 
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FIGURE 5: Quench current versus pause duration for a series of paused ramps at 100 A / s  
on 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole magnet prototypes DCA312 and DCA318. The 
pause current is 4800 A for magnet DCA3 12 and 5400 A for magnet DCA3 18. 

TABLE III: Fitting parameters of the paused-ramp data of Fig. 5 by the function of 
Eq. (1). 

DCA3 12 5032.1 1 177.1 2.96 720.1 119.9 144 

DCA3 18 5664.0 78.1 4.14 481.1 215.8 0.88 
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Figure 5 shows that, for both magnets, the quench current increases as a function of 

pause duration, but that the effect is much more accentuated for the type-A magnet (magnet 

DCA312) than for the type-B magnet (magnet DCA318). For magnet DCA312, a pause of 

10 minutes results in a quench current increase of the order of 2000 A, while, for magnet 

DCA318, the quench current barely increases by 1000 A after a 1-hour dwell. As we 

mentioned earlier, the main cause of this quench current recovery is thought to be cooling 

of the magnet coil during the pause. Since the two types of magnets are cooled the same 

way, a difference in behavior can be explained only if the heating during the ramp 

preceding the pause is different. Such interpretation thus implies that the ramp-induced 

heating is much more significant in the type-A magnet than in the type-B magnet. 

Table III shows that, for both magnets, the time constants of the fitting functions are 

very similar, but that the amplitude of 11 is much larger for magnet DCA312 than for 

magnet DCA318. The speculation here is that these time constants correspond to the 

cooling time constants of the system, q being associated with the helium circulating in the 

coil cooling passage, between the coil and the beam tube, and 22 being associated with the 

helium circulating in the yoke cooling passages, at the top and bottom of the iron yoke (see 

Figs. l(a) and l(b)). The fact that the time constants are nearly the same for magnets 

DCA312 and DCA318 confirm our assertion that these two magnets are cooled the same 

way, while the fact that the amplitude of 11 is much larger for magnet DCA312 than for 

magnet DCA3 18 is consistent with the interpretation about the ramp-induced heating given 

above. 
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4.2 Staged ramps 

The second series of ramps, referred to as staged ramps are intended as control experiments 

for the so-called V-ramps described below. In a staged ramp, the magnet is first ramped to 

Iq(ro) at a low ramp rate that does not cause the magnet to quench. The current is then held 

constant at Iq(ro) for 10 minutes, after which the magnet is ramped to quench at ro. The 

corresponding quench current is noted Is(ro). 

Staged ramps were performed on both magnet DCA3 12 and magnet DCA3 18 for ro = 

100 NS. In the case of magnet DCA312, the initial ramp was to 5013 A at 4 Ns, and the 

final quench current was 7054 A. For magnet DCA318, the initial ramp was to 5600 A at 

16 Ns, and the final quench current was 6290 A. 

4.3 V-ramps 

The third series of ramps, referred to as V-ramps, are intended to be compared to the stage 

ramps in order to determine if the dominant mechanism is eddy current heating. In a 

V-ramp, the magnet is first ramped to Is(ro) at a low ramp rate that does not cause the 

magnet to quench. The current is then held constant at Is(ro) for 10 minutes. After the 

pause, the magnet is ramped down from Is(ro) to Iq(ro) at ro, and ramped up again from 

Iq(ro) to quench at ro. The corresponding quench current is noted Iv(ro). 

The main difference between staged ramps and V-ramps is that, in the case of staged 

ramps, the ramp from Iq(ro) to quench takes place just after a pause, while, in the case of 

V-ramps, it is preceded by a down ramp at ro. If the dominant mechanism is eddy-current 

heating, the eddy currents generated during the down ramp are expected to pre-heat the 

magnet coil, reducing the temperature margin and the quench current. On the contrary, if Iv 
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turns out to be larger than Is, it is a strong indication that the mechanism is not dominated 

by eddy current heating. 

As for staged-ramps, V-ramps were performed on both magnet DCA312 and magnet 

DCA318 for ro = 100 A/s. In the case of magnet DCA312, the initial ramp was at 4 A/s  up 

to 7059 A. After the pause, the magnet was ramped down to 5013 A, and the final quench 

current was 6840 A, thus about 200 A below 1,(100 Ns). In the case of magnet DCA318, 

the initial ramp was at 16 A/s  up to 6250 A. After the pause, the magnet was ramped down 

to 5600 A, and the final quench current was 6700A, thus more than 400A above 

Is(100 NS). 

The above results show that, for the type-A magnet (magnet DCA312), the 

introduction of the down-ramp caused a reduction in quench current, while, for the type-B 

magnet (magnet DCA318), it caused an increase. The behavior of the type-A magnet is 

thus consistent with what can be expected from eddy current heating, while that of the 

type-B magnet shows that it cannot be the dominant mechanism. This interpretation of the 

V-ramp data corroborates that of the paused-ramp data, from which it was concluded that 

the ramp-induced heating played a more significant role in the type-A magnet than in the 

type-B magnet. 

4.4 Pre-cycled ramps 

The fourth series of ramps, referred to as pre-cycled ramps, are intended to study the effect 

of a pre-cycle on the quench current. Let If designate a current value below the plateau 

quench current at 4.35 K. In a pre-cycled ramp, the magnet is first ramped to If at a rate (or 

a succession of rates) which does not (do not) cause the magnet to quench, without being 
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too time consuming. The current is then held constant at If for a duration, zf, before being 

ramped down to 25 A at ro. After another pause of 10 minutes at 25 A, the magnet is 

ramped up to quench at ro. 

Pre-cycled ramps were performed on magnet DCA317, with ro = 250 A/s,  and on 

magnet DCA318, with ro = 100 A/s. In the case of magnet DCA317, the ramp rate of the 

pre-cycles’ up-ramps was 16 A/s,  while, for magnet DCA318, it was 16 A/s  up to 6000 A, 

and 1 A / s  above 6000 A. Note, however, that it was found after the tests, that the ramp rate 

of the pre-cycles’ down ramps of magnet DCA317 was only 110 A/s instead of the 

intended 250 A/s. 

Figure 6(a) presents a summary plot of quench current versus pre-cycle flattop 

current for a pre-cycle flattop duration of 10 minutes. It appears that, for both magnets, the 

quench current increases as a function of pre-cycle flattop current but that the effect is 

much more accentuated for the type-B magnet (magnet DCA318) than for the type-A 

magnet (magnet DCA317). In the case of magnet DCA318, the quench current increases by 

about 1400 A between a ramp with no pre-cycle and a ramp with a 7300 A pre-cycle, 

while, in the case of magnet DCA312, the increase is only of the order of 300 A between a 

ramp with no pre-cycle and a ramp with a 7000 A pre-cycle. (As a comparison, the plateau 

quench current of magnet DCA318 at 4.35 K is 7450 A, while that of magnet DCA317 is 

7375 A.) 

Figure 6(b) presents a summary plot of quench current versus pre-cycle flattop 

duration for selected pre-cycle flattop currents (7000 A for magnet DCA317; 6000 A and 
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7300 A for magnet DCA318). In all cases, the quench current appears to increase as a 

function of pre-cycle flattop duration. 

In the case of magnet DCA317, a series of ramps with identical pre-cycles (If = 

7000 A and zf = 600 s), but varying 25-A pause duration were also performed. The results 

are displayed in Fig. 6(c). Here, it appears that the quench current decreases as a function of 

25-A pause duration. 

Finally, magnet DCA318 was subjected to a ramp with a pre-cycle to 7300 A for 

600 s at the standard ramp rates, followed by a 600-s pause at 25 A, and a ramp to quench 

at 16 Ns. The resulting quench current (7447 A) and quench start localization (inner coil 

pole turn) are similar to that of the plateau quenches. This last ramp thus shows that the 

introduction of a 7300-A pre-cycle prior to a ramp, which normally would cause a degraded 

quench, greatly improves the performance and leads to a plateau-like quench. 

The above results provide further evidences that the type-B behavior is not dominated 

by ramp-induced heating. They also show that the quench currents of magnet DCA318 are 

strongly affected by the excitation history and by how high in current the magnet has been 

cycled prior to the ramp to quench. Magnet DCA317 also exhibits similar symptoms, but 

they are very attenuated, and they do not rule out eddy current heating as the dominant 

mechanism of type-A behavior. 
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FIGURE 6: Quench current versus pre-cycle parameters for a series of pre-cycled ramps on 
5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole magnet prototypes DCA317 and DCA318: 
a) influence of pre-cycle flattop current, b) influence of pre-cycle flattop duration, and 
c) influence of 25-A pause duration. If not otherwise specified, the pre-cycle flattop current 
is 7000 A for magnet DCA3 17 and 7300 A for magnet DCA3 18, and the durations of the 
pre-cycle flattop and 25-A pause are 600 s. The rate of the final ramp to quench is 250 A/s 
for magnet DCA3 17 and 100 A/s for magnet DCA3 18. 
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5 DYNAMIC FIELD BEHAVIOR 

5.1 Definitions 

In the long, almost straight, section of the magnet, the field, B, can be considered as two- 

dimensional, and is conveniently represented by a multipole expansion 

+oo . . .  

where B ,  and By are the x- and y-components of the field, Bn and An are the normal and 

skew 2(n+l)-pole fields, and Rref is the reference radius. (For the SSC magnets, Rref = 

1 cm.) The rectangular coordinate system (O,x,y,z) is defined so that the z-axis is parallel to 

the ideal beam orbit and 0 is at the magnet center. 

The symmetries of a cosine-theta distribution of conductors are such that only even 

normal multipole fields, also called allowed multipole fields, can be non-zero. In real 

magnets, however, manufacturing efrors and non-uniformities in the material properties can 

result in violations of these symmetries and lead to non-zero un-allowed multipole fields. 

Typical examples of such violations are: a tophottom asymmetry, which results in a non- 

zero skew quadrupole field (Ai),  and a lefthight asymmetry, which results in a non-zero 

normal quadrupole field (B1). 

For SSC dipole magnets, the dipole field is expected to be about 104 times larger than 

any other multipole fields. Hence, it is customary to introduce the dimensionless multipole 

coefficients, an and bn, defined as 
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and 
bn= 104- Bn . 

BO 

5.2 Magnetic measurements 

The magnetic measurements reported here were performed using a rotating coil system 

developed by BNL.27 This system, called the mole, consists of a tangential winding and 

two dipole-bucking windings. The tangential winding of the F-series moles (used for most 

of the measurements)'has 30 turns and a 15" opening angle; it is sensitive to all multipole 

fields of interest. The diametrical dipole-bucking windings have 3 turns; they are mainly 

sensitive to dipole fields and their allowed harmonics. The three windings have about the 

same mean radius, of the order of 1.2 cm, and about the same mean length, of the order 

of 1 m; variations are measured and corrected in software. The coil array rotates with a 

3 5 s  period. The voltages induced in the three windings, together with the magnet current, 

are measured simultaneously by means of digital multimeters. The multimeters have a 

7.5- or 8.5-digit resolution and are configured to integrate the input readings over 1 power 

line cycle. The data acquisition is triggered by an incremental optical angle encoder with a 

12-arc-second resolution. There are 128 equally spaced acquisitions per rotation. Some of 

the FNAL measurements were taken using an older version of the mole, referred to as 

B-series. The windings of the B-series mole have a length of about 0.6 m; the tangential 

winding has 40 turns and the dipole-bucking windings have 4 turns. 

Multipole fields of order up to 32 are estimated by taking Fast Fourier Transforms 

(FFT)2* of the voltage data from every other rotation. To determine the dipole fields, the 

data from one of the dipole-bucking windings are sufficient. Higher-order multipole fields 
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. .  

are determined from a linear combination of the three-voltages, such that the dipole terms 

of the combined FFTs are forced to be zero. This technique, referred to as digital bucking, 

has proven to be successful in achieving the required accuracy for multipole coefficients 

above the dipole.29 Bucking is needed for a number of reasons but most importantly to 

reduce sensitivity to mechanical vibrations and power supply ripple. 

In preparation for the measurements, the magnet is mounted on the test stand so that 

the dipole field is approximately vertical. Also, the mole, which is equipped with two high 

resolution gravity sensors, is positioned within the magnet bore so that the housing of the 

angle encoder is aligned with respect to gravity. After processing the data of a given 

rotation, it is customary to perform a number of transformations to report the multipole 

fields in a standard coordinate system. The first is a translation to a system where either the 

16-pole fields (A7 and B7) or the 20-pole fields (Ag and Bg) are forced to be zero. This 

centers the mole data in the magnet aperture. It is followed by a rotation to a system where 

the skew dipole field (Ao) is forced to be zero. This aligns the y-axis with the dipole field. 

Finally, the directions of the axes are changed as required so that the x-axis points towards 

the right-hand side, and the y-axis points upward when facing the magnet from the non-lead 

end. 

The test plan calls for a number of magnetic measurements as a function of current 

and ramp rate. It includes measurements following a test sequence representative of a 

Collider operating cycle. This sequence starts with a cleansing quench to erase any 

previous superconductor magnetization (see below). The magnet is then pre-cycled to a 

current of 6500 A, for a duration of 5 minutes, simulating a colliding beam cycle. Next, it is 



ramped down to 115 A for a 2-minute dwell, ramped up to 620 A for a 10-minute pre- 

injection porch, and ramped up again to 635 A for a 1-hour injection porch, simulating a 

beam injection cycle from the HEB to the Collider. At the end of the injection porch, the 

current is ramped up again to 6500 A, and then ramped down to 115 A, to simulate the next 

colliding beam cycle. The ramp rate is 4 A/s except for the ramp from 620 to 635 A that is 

performed at 1 Ns. The test plan also includes a test sequence aimed at measuring the 

ramp-rate sensitivity of the multipole fields. This test sequence starts by a cleansing quench 

and a pre-cycle identical to that of the previous test sequence. However, the 115-A dwell is 

now followed by a series of sawtooth ramps between 115 A and 6500 A executed at 

increasing ramp rates (typically: 4 A/s,  8 A/s,  16 A/s ,  32 A/s and 64 Ns). 

5.3 Expected current dependence of magnetic field 

The main contribution to the field of superconducting particle accelerator magnets comes 

from the transport current circulating in the coils. The transport-current field is expected to 

increase linearly as a function of current (see section 7.2). Its multipole coefficients, 

referred to as geometric multipole coefficients, are expected to assume constant values. In 

real magnets, however, a number of current-dependent effects are known to take place that 

distort the transport-current field and result in current-dependent multipole coefficients. 

Among them are the effects of persistent magnetization currents and of iron yoke 

saturation. 

According to the critical-state modeZ,30 persistent magnetization currents are induced 

at the periphery of the superconducting filaments each time the field to which the filaments 

are exposed is varied. These magnetization currents distribute themselves, with a density 
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equal to the critical current density of the superconductor, in order to screen the filaments’ 

cores from the local field change. The filaments, with their shells of persistent 

magnetization currents, then behave as magnetic doublets which contribute to-and 

distort-the central field. A model, originally developed at Deutsches Elektronen- 

Synchrotron Laboratory (DESY)P1-33 allows the orientation and strength of these 

magnetic doublets, and their contributions to the central field, to be determined. The 

computation relies on the critical state model but the persistent-magnetization-current shells 

are assumed to be.elliptical. The distribution of magnetic doublets follows the symmetries 

of the transport-current field and, if the properties of the superconductor are uniform, only 

the allowed multipole fields are affected. Also, since the doublets’ strength is proportional 

to the critical current density, the effect decreases as the transport current, and, thus, the 

transport-current field, increase. The DESY model was very successful in predicting the 

current dependence of the multipole coefficients of the superconducting magnets for the 

Hadron Electron Ring Accelerator (HEM). It is also quite successful in predicting the 

behavior of most of the SSC dipole and quadrupole magnet prototypes.14 

Above 4000 A, the transport-current field produced by the coil is large enough to 

saturate the iron yoke. Since the field is the largest at the pole, iron saturation is first felt 

there. This results in a positive contribution to the normal sextupole coefficient (b2). The 

return flux through the midplane causes it to saturate as well. At currents of the order of 

6500 A, midplane saturation overcomes pole saturation resulting in a net negative b2.34 The 

present magnetic design, however, includes cut-outs at the midplane of the iron yoke to 

force the midplane saturation to occur sooner, and thus, to compensate partially the effect 



on b2 of the pole saturation.16 The iron saturation is known also to affect the normal 

decapole coefficient (b4) but to a lesser extent. The observed b2 and b4 saturations conform 

to predictions for both the BNL and the FNAL design. 

Another predicted effect is that, at high current, flux lines start to leak out of the cold 

mass. As the cold mass is not centered within the cryostat, and the cryostat is made of low 

carbon steel, the flux lines become slightly distorted. This distortion, which violates the 

tophottom symmetry, results in a decrease of the skew quadrupole coefficient (ai). The 

observed a1 saturation of the FNAL magnets is within the prediction range. For the BNL 

magnets, however, the a1 saturation appears to vary magnet to magnet, as well as within 

the magnets’ lengths. These variations can be shown to be correlated with local tophottom 

asymmetries in the weight of the laminated iron yoke modules, which, in the BNL design, 

are horizontally split.35 Similar distortions are seen at high current in the normal 

quadrupole coefficient (bl) of the FNAL magnets. They are attributed to lefvright 

asymmetries in the packing factor of the laminated iron yoke modules, which, in the FNAL 

design, are vertically split. 

5.4 

Figures 7(a) through 7(f) present summary plots of quadrupole, sextupole, and decapole 

coefficients versus current for a series of sawtooth ramps executed at increasing ramp rates 

on magnet DCA318. Figures 8(a) through 8(f) present similar plots for magnet DCA312. 

Observed ramp-rate dependence of magnetic field 
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FIGURE 8: Multipole coefficient as a function of current as measured on magnet DCA3 12 
during a series of sawtooth ramps at increasing ramp rates: a) skew quadrupole 
coefficient (al) ,  b) normal quadrupole coefficient (bl), c) skew sextupole coefficient (q), 
d) normal sextupole coefficient (b2), e) skew decapole coefficient (aq), and f )  normal 
decapole coefficient (b4). The multipole coefficients are in dimensionless units (see 
Eqs. (3)). 
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Looking first at Fig. 7, it appears that the multipole coefficients of magnet DCA318 

show little sensitivity to the ramp rate. It appears also that the allowed sextupole and 

decapole coefficients (b2 and b4) exhibit an hysteretic behavior as a function of current, 

while none of the un-allowed multipole coefficients do. This behavior is consistent with 

what is expected from the effects of persistent magnetization currents, and the amplitudes 

of the b2 and b4 hystereses are in good agreement with the predictions.14 In addition, most 

of the multipole coefficients exhibit distortions for currents above 4000 A. These 

distortions are consistent with what is expected from the iron yoke saturation effects 

discussed above. 

Looking now at Fig. 8, it appears that, along with b2 and b4, most of the un-allowed 

multipole coefficients of magnet DCA312 exhibit an hysteretic behavior as a function of 

current. It appears also that, in the current range where the-iron saturation effects are 

negligible, the hystereses aie symmetrical about an axis parallel to the current-axis and that 

their widths strongly depend on the ramp rate. In addition, it appears that, at 16 and 32 A/s  

in the case of b2, and for all the measured ramp rates in the case of b4, the hystereses are 

described in a direction opposite to what is expected from the effects of persistent 

magnetization currents. 

The behavior of magnet DCA3 18 is typical of the type-B magnets. Magnets DCA3 13 

through DCA315 exhibit behaviors similar to that of magnet DCA312, with anomalous 

hystereses of most of the multipole coefficients, even at 4 A/s. These magnets were the 

type-A magnets with the most serious quench current degradation at high ramp rates. 

Magnet DCA207 was only measured at 4 A/s,  and does not exhibit anomalous hystereses. 
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Magnet DCA317, which was the type-A magnet with the mildest quench current 

degradation, has a dynamic field behavior resembling that of magnet DCA3 18. 

5.5 Investigation of type-A behavior 

Let us now investigate in more detail the dynamic field behavior of the type-A magnets. 

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) present plots of skew quadrupole and normal decapole coefficients 

for currents in the range [300 A, 900 A] as measured on type-A magnets DCA315 

(Fig. 9(a)) and DCA312 (Fig. 9(b)) during a test sequence representative of the Collider 

operating cycle. The data reported here correspond to measurements taken after the 115-A 

dwell following the pre-cycle. The multipole coefficients have been shifted along the y-axis 

using 

%.up + an.dwn 
an,, = a n -  2 , 

and 

where an,up and bn,up designate the average values of an and bn during the up-ramp from 

2 kA to 3 kA and an,dwn and bn,dwn designate the average values of a n  and bn  during the 

down-ramp from 3 kA to 2 kA. This shift is applied to center the hystereses about the 

current-axis and can be interpreted as a subtraction of the geometric components of the 

multipole coefficients. For comparison, the dashed lines correspond to the predicted effects 

of the persistent magnetization currents. 
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FIGURE 9: Multipole coefficients as a function of current as measured during a test 
sequence representative of the Collider operating cycle: a) skew quadrupole coefficient 
(magnet DCA3 15), and b) normal decapole coefficient (magnet DCA3 12). The multipole 
coefficients are in dimensionless units (see Eqs. (3)). The plots are shifted along the y-axis 
to remove the geometric component. The dashed lines correspond to the predicted effects 
of the persistent magnetization currents. 

Looking first at Fig. 9(a) and following the current ramp at 4 A/s between 300 A and 

620 A, it is seen that the skew quadrupole coefficient describes the lower branch of an 

hysteresis curve. Upon reaching the pre-injection porch, the ramp is stopped, and al,s 

appears to go to zero. It stays at zero for the duration of the pre-injection and injection 

porches, during which the current is held constant. For the particular set of data presented 

here, at the end of the injection porch, the current was first increased by steps of 1 A from 

635 to 655 A, and magnetic measurements were taken on each of the steps. Throughout the 

step-by-step increase, al,s appears to stay at zero. Upon reaching 655 A, the 4-A/s ramp 

was resumed and al,s appears to leap back to the anomalous hysteresis, which it keeps 

describing until the end of the cycle. In summary, the anomalous behavior of the skew 
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quadrupole coefficient is only observed while the current is ramped and it ceases when the 

current ramp is stopped. 

Similar observations can be made when looking at Fig. 9(b). As mentioned above, the 

normal decapole coefficient of magnet DCA312 appears to describe, while ramping at 

4 Ns, a hysteresis of direction opposite to what is expected from the effects of persistent 

magnetization currents. The data of Fig. 9(b) show that, upon reaching the pre-injection 

porch, b4,s leaps toward the predicted curve and stays in its neighborhood for the duration 

of both the pre-injection and injection porches. They show also that, upon resumption of 

the 4-NS ramp, b4,s leaps back to the anomalous hysteresis. As for the skew quadrupole 

coefficient, the anomalous behavior of the normal decapole coefficient is only observed 

while the current is ramped and it ceases when the current ramp is stopped. 

The above observations provide further evidences that the anomalous field behavior 

of the type-A magnet is ramp-rate related. They also show that the time constant of the 

phenomenon here involved is less than 20 s, which corresponds to the time between two 

successive data points on the plots. 

Let us now go back to the multipole fields by re-scaling the data of Fig. 8 using 

and 

where An,r and Bn,, are expressed in Gauss. Re-scaled plots of the skew and normal 

sextupole coefficients of magnet DCA312 are presented in Figs. 1O(a) and lO(b). It appears 
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that, for the un-allowed A2,rY where no effects are expected from the persistent 

magnetization currents, the width of the anomalous hysteresis is roughly constant as a 

function of current, and increases quasi-linearly as a function of ramp rate. The situation is 

more complicated for the allowed B2,r, where there is a large contribution from the 

persistent magnetization currents, which is expected to decrease as a function of current. 

However, there too, it can be verified that the amplitude of the ramp-rate related effect is 

roughly constant as a function of current and that it increases quasi-linearly as a function of 

ramp rate. Similar observations can be made for all the other re-scaled multipole fields. 
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FIGURE 10: Re-scaled multipole fields as a function of current from measurements during 
a series of sawtooth ramps at increasing ramp rates performed on magnet DCA3 12: a) skew 
sextupole field (A2,r), and b) normal sextupole field (B2,r). The multipole fields are in 
Gauss. The re-scaling corresponds to a subtraction of the transport-current contribution. 

In addition, in the case of magnet DCA312, a set of magnetic measurements as a 

function of ramp rate was taken at three axial positions along the magnet: 1) 5.5 m from the 

magnet center toward the lead end, 2) 0.5 m from the magnet center toward the non-lead 

end, and 3) 5.5 m from the magnet center toward the non-lead end. (The distances are 

quoted with respect to the center of the measuring coil array). At the three positions, 
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behaviors similar to that depicted above were observed. Figures ll(a) and ll(b) present 

summary plots as a function of ramp rate of the widths of the re-scaled skew and normal 

sextupole hystereses, AA2,r and AB2,r, for the three sets of measurements. The hysteresis 

width is calculated as the average difference between the up- and down-ramp re-scaled 

multipole fields for currents in the range [2 kA, 3 kA]. It appears that, although the sign and 

amplitude of the effect vary from one position to the other, the ramp-rate dependence is 

always quasi-linear. It appears also that when fitting the data with first order polynomials, 

the intercepts are the same for the three positions: zero for the skew sextupole field and a 

negative number for the normal sextupole field. This is consistent with what can be 

expected from the effects of persistent magnetization currents. Similar observations can be 

made on the other multipole fields that can be characterized by the fitted slopes of AAn,r 

and ABn,r as a function of ramp rate. Note, however, that since the hysteresis width includes 

the contributions from both up- and down-ramps, the ramp rate dependence of the 

multipole fields is more accurately represented by half of the fitted slopes. Let SA, and SB, 

designate these half-slopes. Table IV summarizes the values of SA, and SB, for the 

measurements at the three positions. 

In summary, it appears that the anomalous dynamic field behavior observed on the 

type-A magnets is ramp-rate related and that it ceases when the ramp is stopped. The 

amplitude and sign of the effect vary from multipole field to multipole field as well as 

along the magnet axis. However, for a given multipole field at a given position, the effect is 

independent of the current and increases quasi-linearly as a function of ramp rate. These 

observations, along with the ramp-induced heating brought to light by the quench 
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performance and the special ramps, suggest that large'and non-uniform eddy currents are 
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FIGURE 11: Width of re-scaled multipole field hystereses as a function of ramp rate for a 
set of magnetic measurements at three axial positions along magnet DCA312: a) skew 
sextupole field hysteresis width (AA2,r), and b) normal sextupole field hysteresis width 
(AB2,r). The hystereses widths are expressed in Gauss and are calculated as the average 
differences between the up- and down-ramp re-scaled multipole fields for currents in the 
range [2 kA, 3 kAJ. 
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TABLE IV: Measured ramp rate dependence of multipole fields at three 
axial positions along the length of 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole 
magnet prototype DCA3 12.a 

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 

 SA^ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

SB (Gauss/(A/s)) 

s~~ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

s~~ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

 SA^ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

S B ~  (Gauss/(A/s)) 

SA, (Gauss/(A/s)) 

S B ~  (Gauss/(A/s)) 

 SA^ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

S B ~  (Gauss/(A/s)) 

 SA^ (Gauss/(A/s)) 

S B ~  (Gauss/(A/s)) 

-0.007 

0.034 

-0.036 

0.060 

-0.048 

0.020 

-0.006 

-0.024 

-0.009 

0.003 

-0.001 

-0.004 

-0.038 

0.042 

0.005 

0.040 

-0.050 

0.0 13 

0.007 

-0.029 

-0.01 1 

0.000 

0.000 

-0.004 

0.038 

-0.052 

0.053 

0.028 

-0.048 

-0.005 

0.015 

-0.038 

-0.013 

0.000 

0.000 

-0.005 

a At the reference radius (1 cm). 



5.6 Observation of periodic oscillations 

The multipole fields presented above were measured with either a B-series or a F-series 

mole, and, therefore, correspond to average values over a length of either 0.6 m or 1 m. 

It was reported recently that, when measured with a fine spatial resolution, the 

multipole fields of the H E M  dipole magnets appeared to exhibit periodic oscillations 

about their mean values, with a wavelength equal to the pitch length of the inner-coil 

cable.33~36-38 Similar observations were made at BNL while measuring the sextupole fields 

of SSC dipole magnets using a three-Hall-probe array.3941 The DESY measurements were 

taken at zero or constant transport-current and showed that the amplitude of these 

oscillations greatly depended on the excitation history. The three-Hall-probe measurements 

were taken both at constant transport-current and wh i l~  ramping, and showed that, for most 

magnets, the amplitude of the oscillations varied as a function of current and ramp rate. 
L-” 

One possible cause for these oscillations is thought to be imbalances in the current 

repartition among the cable strands.42 

In order to further investigate these phenomena, a series of measurements were taken 

on magnet DCA318 by means of a short mole developed by SSCL. The short mole is a 

modified F-series mole, with a 43-rnm long coil array comprising a tangential winding and 

the relevant bucking windings. The length of 43 rnm was chosen because it corresponds to 

one half of the pitch length of the inner-coil cable. The test sequence for magnet DCA3 18 

started with a cleansing quench and the usual pre-cycle. It was followed by a series of 

current loops up to Imax at rate ro during which measurements were taken. Between each of 
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the loops, however, the short mole was moved along the magnet axis by a distance equal 

to 21.5 mm. 

Figures 12(a) through 12(d) present three-dimensional plots of the quadrupole and 

sextupole fields (z-axis) as a function of position along the magnet axis (x-axis) and current 

(y-axis) for a set of up-ramps from 115 A to 6000 A at 64 Ns. It appears clearly that the 

multipole fields oscillate as a function of axial position and that the amplitude of the 

oscillations increases as a function of current. It can also be verified that the wavelength of 

the oscillations is of the order of 4 measurement steps, i.e., 86 mm, which corresponds to a 

full inner-coil cable pitch length. Similar observations can be made on most of the 

multipole fields of magnet DCA318. 
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FIGURE 12: Multipole fields as a function of position and current as measured by a short 
mole during a series of current loops at 64 A/s  on magnet DCA318: a) skew quadrupole 
field, b) normal quadrupole field, c) skew sextupole field, and d) normal sextupole field. 
The multipole fields are in Gauss. The short mole length was 43 mm. Between each of the 
current loops, the short mole was moved along the magnet axis by 21.5 mm. 
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6 ENERGY LOSS MEASUREMENTS 

Superconducting magnets do not ordinarily dissipate energy when supplied with a constant 

current. However, a number of mechanisms that result in energy dissipation are known to 

occur when the current is cycled. Among them are losses due to the persistent 

magnetization currents generated in the superconductor, losses due to the magnetization of 

the iron yoke, and eddy-current losses. For a given current loop, the energy dissipated by 

the persistent magnetization currents and by the iron yoke magnetization is expected to be 

constant, independent of the ramp rate. The power dissipated by the eddy currents is 

expected to be proportional to the square of the ramp rate. For a given current cycle, the 

energy dissipated by the eddy currents is thus expected to increase linearly as a function of 

ramp rate. Measuring energy loss as a function of ramp rate thus provides a mean to assess 

the relative importance of eddy currents. 

In addition to quench testing and magnetic measurements, energy loss measurements 

were performed on most of the magnets tested at FNAL43,44 and on a number of the 

magnets tested or retested at BNL.45 The measurements were made electrically by means 

of digital multimeters sampling simultaneously the magnet voltage and current. The 

multimeters used at FNAL had a 7.5-digit resolution. They were configured to integrate the 

input reading over 10 power line cycles (0.167 s) and were triggered at a frequency of 

4.5 Hz (0.222 s). To compensate for the multimeter dead time (on the order of 0.056 s), 

4-Hz low-pass filters, with carefully matched time constants (on the order of 0.040 s), were 

used on both the voltage and current inputs. The multimeters used at BNL had a 8.5-digit 

resolution. They were configured in order to maximize the number of data points taken, 



while keeping the integration time per data point equal to an integral number of power line 

cycles, NL. They were triggered at a frequency,f, defined as 

7= 1 (K+ NL 0.002) , 

wherefL is the power line frequency.h was measured internally, and NL was varied from 

2 to 10. The dead time between two measurements was always 2 ms. 

A typical run consisted of a set of sawtooth ramps between 500 A and 5000 A with 

5-s dwells at the minimum and maximum currents. The runs were repeated for a number of 

ramp rates in the range 16 A/s to 250 A/s. For a given run at a given ramp rate, the energy 

loss was estimated by integrating numerically the product of the current and the voltage 

across the superconducting part of the magnet over a complete 500-5000-500 A cycle. For 

comparison, the energy dissipated by the persistent magnetization currents can be estimated 

using the DESY model mentioned earlier. For a 500-5000-500 A cycle at 4.35 K, assuming 

that the inner (outer) strands contain 7250 (4200) filaments and that the superconductor 

critical current density is 3000 A/mm* at 4.22 K and 5 T, we obtain: 40 J/m. 

Figure 13(a) presents a summary plot of energy loss per cycle versus ramp rate, as 

measured on a number of FNAL-tested prototypes, while Fig. 13(b) presents a similar plot 

for some of the prototypes tested or retested at BNL. For each ramp rate, data were taken 

from a number of 500-5000-500-A cycles after at least three full cycles had been 

completed. For all the magnets measured at BNL and for magnets DCA3 12, DCA3 14, and 

DCA3 15 at FNAL, the energy loss per cycle appears to increase quasi-linearly as a function 

of ramp rate, as is expected from the effects of eddy currents. The intercepts and slopes of 
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FIGURE 13: Energy loss for a 500-5000-500-A cycle versus ramp rate on selected 5-cm 
aperture, 15-m-long SSC dipole magnet prototypes: a) FNAL measurements and b) BNL 
measurements. 
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first-order polynomial fittings of the data of Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) are listed in Tab. V. 

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) and Tab. V clearly show that the magnets with the largest losses 

are magnets DCA312, DCA315, and DCA314. These are the type-A magnets with the 

largest quench current degradation at high ramp rates and the most anomalous dynamic 

field behaviors. The energy loss data thus provide further evidences that the behavior of 

these magnets is eddy-current dominated. The BNL data also show that the magnets with 

the smallest losses are magnets DCA211, DCA317, and DCA318. Magnet DCA317 is the 

type-A magnet with the mildest quench current degradation. Magnet DCA318 is a typical 

type-B magnet, which exhibits a large drop of quench current at low ramp rates followed 

by a much milder degradation at larger rates. Also, in the range of investigation, the 

multipole fields of neither magnet DCA3 17 nor magnet DCA3 18 show a strong sensitivity 

to the ramp rate. The energy loss data thus confirm that eddy currents play little role in the 

behavior of these magnets. 

Going back to Fig. 13(a), it appears that the energy losses of magnet DCA311 and of 

magnets DCA3 18 through DCA323 are very similar and increase somewhat quadratically 

as a function of ramp rate. This quadratic behavior, however, did not repeat when magnet 

DCA318 was re-measured at BNL, where the energy loss data reverted to a more 

conventional linear dependence. Table V also shows that the BNL-measured magnets have 

similar intercepts, of the order of 1200 J. (Note that the energy loss data of magnet 

DCA211 are scarce and noisy) . This is also the case for the three FNAL-measured magnets 

where a linear fitting is relevant (magnets DCA12, DCA314, and DCA315), except that 

their intercepts are of the order of 800 J, thus about 30% lower than at BNL! These 
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intercepts should correspond to the losses which are not ramp-rate dependent, Le., the 

losses due to superconductor and iron magnetization. For magnets using cables made from 

similar strands and yoke laminations stamped from similar low carbon steel, the 

superconductor and iron magnetization losses, and thus, the intercepts, are expected to be 

reproducible. 

TABLE V: Linear fitting parameters of the energy-loss data of 
Figs. 13(a) and 13@) and estimated crossover resistances. 

Magnet Test Intercept Slope X-over 

Name Facility (J) (J/(A/s)) Res. 

(W) 

DCA3 19 
DCA320 
DCA321 
DCA322 
DCA323 

DCA3 14 
DCA3 15 
DCA3 17 
DCA318 

DCA211 BNLa 
DCA213 BNL 
DCA3 1 1 FNALdb 
DCA3 12 FNAL 

BNL 
mAL 
m a  
BNL 

mALb 
BNL 

mALb 
mALb 
F N A L b  
mALb 
mALb 

13 10 
1160 
610 
710 
1170 
770 
770 
1150 
480 
1120 
470 
520 
540 
530 
600 

2 > 160 
8 > 40 
16 
64 
61 
36 
50 
4 
13 
4 
14 
16 
14 
14 
11 

5 
5 
9 
6 

> 80 

> 80 

a The data are noisy. 
The data appear to increase quadratically. 
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The origin of the discrepancies between the FNAL and BNL measurements is not 

understood, rendering most interpretations of the energy loss data43 somewhat arguable. It 

is worth mentioning, however, that FNAL also built and tested a number of 5-cm aperture, 

1.5-m long SSC dipole magnet models. For all the models which were measured, the 

energy loss appears to increase quasi-linearly as a function of ramp rate, with an estimated 

intercept of 100 J.4 Considering that the ratio of superconductor and iron volume in long 

to short magnets is 10 while the ratio of magnetic lengths is 11, this number scales 

advantageously to a value close to estimated intercepts of the BNL-measured long magnets. 

Although the above observations partly discredit the energy loss data, it can still be 

noted that, for the magnet with the largest losses (magnet DCA312), the slope of the BNL 

data (61 J/(A/s)) is comparable to the slope of the FNAL data (64 J/(A/s)). The measured 

ramp-rate dependence of magnet DCA312 at BNL is thus similar to that measured at 

FNAL, and it is probably safe to extrapolate that the same would have been true for 

magnets DCA314 and DCA315. We therefore contend that the fitted slopes of magnets 

DCA3 12, DCA3 14, and DCA3 15 can be used for quantitative analyses, while the other 

magnets can be described as having smaller slopes than these three magnets. In the 

following, we shall refer to this slope as SE. 
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7 INFlLUENCE OF EDDY CURRENTS 

7.1 Eddy current sources 

All the data preceding suggest that the behavior of the type-A magnet is dominated by eddy 

currents. Let us start by reviewing the possible sources of eddy currents in a SSC-type 

magnet. 

As we described earlier, the SSC magnet coils are wound with Rutherford-type 

conductors, which consist of a few tens of strands twisted together and shaped into a flat, 

two-layer, slightly keystoned cable. The strands themselves consist of thousands of 

superconducting filaments twisted together and embedded in a matrix of high purity 

copper. At liquid helium temperature, the resistivity of high purity copper becomes very 

low, eventually resulting in filament coupling.46 Although the twisting of the filaments 

helps to reduce this effect, noticeable eddy currents flowing from one filament to another 

through the copper matrix can still be generated when the strands are subjected to a varying 

field. These eddy currents are referred to as intra-strand eddy currents. 

Furthermore, the mid-thickness of the two-layer cable is smaller than twice the strand 

diameter and the contact surfaces at the crossovers between the strands of the two layers 

can be relatively large. Also, during magnet assembly, the coils are pre-compressed 

azimuthally.18 Large pressures are thus applied perpendicularly to the cables that keep the 

strands firmly in contact. The large contact surfaces and high pressures eventually result in 

low contact resistances at the strand crossovers that couple the cable strands. Loops are thus 

formed where significant eddy currents can take place when the cable is subjected to a 

varying field. These eddy currents are referred to as inter-strand eddy currents. 
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In addition, eddy currents are generated in all the other conductive components of the 

magnet, such as copper wedges and iron yoke laminations, but these can be shown to only 

provide minor contributions.47 

This brief review thus points toward the cable and the cable strands as the largest 

sources of eddy currents. We shall now develop numerical models enabling one to compute 

the intra-strand and inter-strand eddy currents generated within a magnet coil along with 

the power they dissipate and the.effects they produce on the multipole fields. These models, 

however, require a computation of the transport-current field. We thus shall begin by 

describing how to compute the transport-current field. 

7.2 Computing the transport-current field 

The transport-current field, Bt, produced by the coil assembly of a dipole magnet like those 

pictured in Figs. l(a) and l(b) can be calculated by dividing each turn of the coil into 

elementary current-lines parallel to the z-axis. 

Let I be an index referring to the coil layer number, k be an index referring to the turn 

number within a given coil layer, a n d j  be an index referring to the current-line number 

within a given turn. From Ampere's theorem, the field, B';kj(x + iy), generated by a given 

current-line is 
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where I1,kj is the current-line intensity and z; Ik' '= dSkj + i y:kJ is the current-line position 

in the complex plane. The current-line intensity is related to the transport-current intensity, 

It, by 

where nl,k is the number of current-lines used to represent turn k of layer I, &l,k = -1 for a 

current-line in quadrant 1 or 4 (Re@!?) > 0), and &l,k = -1-1 for a current-line in quadrant 2 

or 3 (Re(z'?) e 0). 

If the current-line is located inside a circular iron yoke of radius, Ry, the contribution 

of the iron yoke can be shown to be the same as that of a mirror current-line of intensity, 

t,m , and position, 2::) where33 

and 

Here p designates the magnetic permeability of the iron yoke and (z!p)* designates the 

complex conjugate of z l k '  J. Note that the mirror image method is only applicable if the iron 

yoke permeability is uniform. 

The transport-current field produced by the magnet assembly is obtained by summing 

the contributions of all the elementary current lines. In the, current range where the iron 

yoke is not saturated, Bt may thus be written 

Bt(x + iy) = It Tt(x + iy) , 



where Tt is the local transfer function given by 

Here, K1 designates the total number of turns in layer 1. Eq. (1 1) shows that, in the current 

range where the iron yoke is not saturated, Tt is independent of the current and is only 

determined by coil geometry and by the inner radius and the magnetic permeability of the 

iron yoke. (In most practical cases, p can be assumed to be infinite.) 

For Ix + iy,l< Iz’yl, the first fraction of Eq. (1 1) can be expanded as a series 

1 -  --- 1 1 --- - 1 
(x+iy)-z; I k ’  

I k ’  
tm 

and, for Lx + iyl < lz ’ I, a similar series expansion can be derived for the second fraction of 

Eq. (1 1). 

Hence, within the coil aperture, Bt may be written 

where Rref is the reference radius introduced in Eq. (2), and A,,t and Bn,t are the geometric 

components of the (2n+l)-pole fields given by 

Equation (14) shows that An,t and Bn,t varies linearly as a function of It. 
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In practice, a good computational accuracy can be achieved by taking for n1,k an even 

number of the order of Ni, where Ni is the number of strands in the layer-Z cable, and by 

representing each turn by two layers of equally spaced current-lines (see Fig. 14). In this 

paper, we use 

nl,k=N1 3 for N1 even, 
and 

and we take for zly 
nl k 

Z1Yk + 3 Zfrk 

)+%( ) , f o r j , l S j S T ,  (16a) 

and 

where Z y  through z'&" designate the positions in the complex plane of the four comers of 

turn k of layer I as defined in Fig. 14. 



TIP45901 

FIGURE 14: Current-line model for the calculation of the transport-current field produced 
by a given turn of a two-layer cosine-theta coil wound with Rutherford-type cables. 

7.3 Model for  intra-strand eddy currents 

7.3.1. Case of a single strand Let us first consider a rectilinear and infinite strand, 

exposed to a uniform, time-dependent external field, Bt(t), perpendicular to its axis. The 

shielding currents generated within the strand can be shown to produce a magnetic 

moment, M,, given by46 

where M s x  and M,, are the x- and y-components of the magnetic moment, po is the 

permeability of vacuum, R3 is the strand radius, and 7, is the effective time constant of the 

shielding currents. The power, P,, dissipated per strand unit length by the shielding currents 

is given by 
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As can be seen from the micrograph presented in Fig. 15, the SSC strands consist of 

three concentric regions: 1) a copper inner core, of outer radius, R1, and resistivity, p1, 

2) an annular multifilamentary composite, of outer radius, R2, and transverse resistivity, p2, 

and 3) a copper outer sheath, of resistivity, p3. For such geometry, the effective time 

constant of theshielding currents can be estimated as48 

2s = %ore 'komposite %heath , 

where Zcore corresponds to the shielding currents generated in the inner core 

Zcomposite corresponds to the shielding currents generated in the annular multifilamentary 

composite 

%omposite = - R22-R12 [ 1 + (-$R12 + R22)] ($7 , 
2p2 R32 

and Zsheath corresponds to the shielding currents generated in the outer sheath 

In Eqs. (20a) through (~OC),  & designates the strand twist pitch. 
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FIGURE 15: Micrograph of a SSC inner strand. The strand consists of three concentric 
regions: 1) a copper inner core, 2) an annular superconducting multifilamentrary composite, 
and 3) a copper outer sheath. 

The resistivity of the inner core and of the outer sheath can be taken equal to the 

resistivity of bulk copper, pb, which depends on the bulk copper RRR, noted RMb,  the 

local temperature, T, and the local field strength, Bt. For the case of high contact resistance 

between the superconducting filaments and the copper matrix, the transverse resistivity of 

the multifilamentary composite can be evaluated as49 

where A is the fraction of superconductor in the composite and Pm is the copper matrix 

resistivity. 
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For an hexagonal lattice of filaments, we have 

where d is the filament diameter and s is the filament spacing. In the case of SSC strands, 

d =  6 pm, s = 1 pm, and A= 0.67. 

In the case of SSC strands, the determination of pm is complicated by the fact that, at 

low temperatures, the interfilament spacing is smaller than the electron mean free path in 

copper. Hence, at low temperatures, the filaments of the composite act as boundary 

scatterers, resulting in an enhancement of the copper matrix resistivity with respect to bulk 

copper. This enhancement can be estimated as50 

For RRRb = 200, we get: pb(l0 K, 0 T) = 7.8 a m  and pm(10 K, 0 T) = 

7.3 10-10 Qm, which shows that, at low temperatures, the copper matrix can be 10 times 

more resistive than the inner core or the outer shell. 

Furthermore, the RRR values quoted in Tab. I as measured on cable short samples or 

on magnets during cold testing correspond to 

where pt is the longitudinal resistivity of the cable. For SSC-type cables 



where reus is the strand copper-to-superconductor ratio. 

At 273 K, pm = pb, and Eq. (25) can be written 

pt(273 K, 0 T) = - l+rcus pb(273 K, 0 T) . 
rcus 

At 10 K, however, one needs to take into account the enhancement of the copper 

matrix resistivity due to boundary scattering. Eq. (25) then becomes 

By combining Eqs. (24), (26a), and (26b), and introducing the definition of m b ,  we 

obtain 

Here we have assumed pb(273 K, 0 T) = 1.55 10-8 am. 

Equation (27) allows one to determine RRRb from the measured RRR of the cable. 

As an illustration, for RRR = 200 and rcus = 1.5, we get: m b  = 290, which corresponds to 

the RRR value of the raw copper thought to have been used by the strand man~facturers.~3 

Thus, for the magnets listed in Tab. I as having a RRR of the order of 200, we can conclude 

that coil curing was accompanied by a nearly full annealing of the copper. 
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Having calculated pi, p2,  and p3,  we can now go back to the estimation of the 

effective time constant of the shielding currents. Let xcore designate the ratio of the inner 

core cross-sectional area to the strand cross-sectional area. We have 

and 

For SSC inner strands, R3 = 0.404 mm and xcore = 10%. With rcus = 1.5, we get: R1 = 

0.128 mm and R2 = 0.338 mm, and with & = 13 mm, Eqs. (20a) through (20c) become 

and 

3.26 10-13 
Gomposite = 

P b ( m b ,  T, Bt) + 6.56 
’ 

These time constants can be compared to the time constants derived from ac loss 

measurements on strand short samples reported in Reference 51. For RRR = 37 (sample 

F-1), T= 10 K, and B = 1 T: Zcore = 0.8 ms, Zcomposite = 0.3 ms, and ‘Z&eath = 1.0 ms, which 

gives: 2, = 2.1 ms, while the ac loss measurements yielded 3.6 ms. For RRR = 126 (sample 

gives: 2, = 5.5 ms, while the ac loss measurements yielded 6.5 ms. The predicted values 



thus appear to be of the right order of magnitude, but somewhat lower than the values 

derived from the test data. 

7.3.2 Case of a magnet coil Having treated the case of a rectilinear and infinite strand, 

we can now go back to the case of a magnet coil. In the current-line model described in 

section 7.2, the effects of intra-stand eddy currents can be calculated by associating with 

each current-line a magnetic moment, M1iZra, defined as 

where R\ designates the outer radius of the strands of the layer-Z cable, and designates 

the effective time constant of the shielding currents estimated for a strand of the layer-Z 

cable at a field of B,(z; J, = IBt(z’;”j)l. When ramping the transport-current, the.time 

derivative of Bt is simply given by 

I k ’  

I k ’  The field, B in,“,,, produced by M1i:ia may be derived by representing the magnetic 

moment by the current-line doublet shown in Fig. 16. This doublet consists of a current-line 

of intensity (-Zkk’j) located at zly, and a current-line of intensity (+Zy) located at 

where d htra is perpendicular to the orientation of the vector ( Z y  + intra)’ 

magnetic moment. The doublet strength, defined as IZi’k9j dl;zral, is taken to be equal to 

Mi,kj = IMIZraI. Let idski designate the x- and y-components of the vector 

magnetic moment, we thus have 

I k ’  dIyk’j 

and mtra,x 
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TIP45903 
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FIGURE 16: Representation of a vector magnetic moment by a current line doublet. 

From the expressions derived above for the field produced by a current-line within a 

circular iron yoke, it follows that, for Ix + iyl < Idyl and Ix + iyl < lzlp + dl;zml, B:Za is 

given by 

where 



For Id'izI <c Iz'p I, we can write 

-(r~+l)d!'~j (zt 1,kj ) -(n+2) . 
intra 

Similarly, we have 

[(,:,kj+d!ykj )*Ini1 = [(?)*Ini1 + (n+l) (d!ykj )* [(zt 1,kj ) * ] n .(36b) 
intra intra 

Combining Eqs. (33), (39, (36a), and (36b) then yields 

It can be seen from Eq. (37) that the dependence of and B%itra on the ramp rate is 

determined by the dependence of M:!'ia, which were shown to vary linearly as a 

function of (dl,ldt). 

The overall field, Bintra, produced by the intra-strand eddy currents generated within 

the magnet coil is obtained by summing the contributions of all the magnetic moments. 

Within the coil aperture, Bintra may be written as 

where &intra and Bn,intra are the intra-strand eddy current components of the (2n+l)-pole 

fields given by 
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Similarly, the overall power, Pintra, dissipated per coil unit length by the intra-strand 

eddy currents is given by 

where P;tia is the power loss per unit length associated with M?Zra 

The above expressions show that An,intra and Bn,intra vary linearly as a function of 

(dltldt), while Pintra is proportional to (dlt/dt)2. 

7.3.3 Discussion The model described in the previous section enables one to calculate 

the field distortions and the power dissipation due to intra-stand eddy currents. Let us first 

discuss the field distortions. 

As for the persistent magnetization currents, the distribution of magnetic moments 

determined above follows the symmetries of the transport-current field. Hence, if the strand 

properties are uniform, only the allowed multipole fields are affected. For a given magnetic 

design and given strands geometries, and assuming that the RRR is the same for the two 

inner and two outer coils, the dependence of B2m,inm on (dIt/dt) can be expressed as 

(42) &m,intra = B2m,intra 0 (~,lt)z at * 



Here, the dependence of B2m,intra on It comes from the fact that, in Eq. (31), M1;2ra is a 

function of p ,  which itself is a function of pb, and, thus, depends on the transport-current 

field at .’;kj. 
obtained for the 5-cm 

aperture SSC dipole magnet design at 2000 A. In these computations, we assumed: rcus = 

B o  and B4,intra Table VI summarizes the values of Bo,in,, 2,intra, 

1.5 and xcore = 0.1 for the inner-layer cable, and rcus = 1.8 and Xcore = 0.1 for the outer- 

layer cable. All the other parameters were taken at their design values. The various lines of 

Tab. VI correspond to various RRR values. In addition, Tab. VI lists the effective time 

constants of the shielding currents calculated in average over the inner-layer and outer- 

layer line-currents. Intra-strand eddy currents appear to have a relatively small effect on the 

are one order of magnitude multipole fields (for instance, the values of 4,intra, and B4,intra 0 

smaller than the values of S B ~  and S B ~  given in Tab. IV), and, therefore, cannot account for 

the observed anomalous field behavior of the type-A magnets. (Note also that the signs of 

B2,intra’ and B4,intra 
O are opposite to the signs of sB2 and sB4). 0 

Let us now discuss the power dissipation. Similarly to the multipole fields, the 

dependence of Pinwa on (c&/dt) can be expressed as 

Figure 17 presents plots of as a function of It for various RRR values. The power 

dissipation appears to decrease as a function of transport current as can be expected from 

the effects of magneto-resistance. 
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TABLE VI: Predicted field distorsions due to intra-strand eddy currents for 
5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnets at 2000 A. 

RRR t S  B O  0,intra B O  2,intra B O  4,intra 

innera outerb (Gauss/(A/s)) ((Gauss/(A/s)) (Gauss/(A/s)) 

(ms) (ms) 

100 4.1 

150 5.0 

200 5.7 

4.9 

6.6 

8.0 

-3.2 10-3 

-3.9 10-3 

-4.5 10-3 

-1.0 10-3 

-1.2 10-3 

-1.4 10-3 

0.082 10-3 

0.098 10-3 

0.11 10-3 

a In average over inner-layer line-currents. 
b In average over outer-layer line-currents. 

FIGURE 17: Computed power dissipated by intra-strand eddy currents per unit length of 
5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnets as a function of transport current and coil RRR. (The 
two inner and two outer coils are assumed to have the same RRR.) 
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. .. 

The energy, Eintra, dissipated per coil unit length during a current cycle can be 

estimated as 

where . 

0 Eintra(RRR,cycle) = I P.' intra (RRR,IJ ldltl . 
cycle 

For a 500-5000-500 A cycle, we get 

E.' (RRR=lOO) = 61.1 10-3 J/m/(A/s) , 

E.' (RRR=150) = 76.4 10-3 J/m/(A/s) , 

intra 

intra 

(45) 

and 

.For a 15-m long magnet, these values scale to numbers in the range 0.9 to 1.3 J/(A/s), 

which appear to be of the same order of magnitude as the energy loss slopes measured on 

magnets DCA211, DCA318, and DCA317 at BNL (see Tab. V). Given that the time 

constants we calculated were smaller than those derived from test data on strand short 

samples, the power, and thus, the energy, we compute may be somewhat underestimated. 

Hence, we conclude that intra-strand eddy current losses may account for a significant 

fraction of the losses measured on these three magnets, while they cannot account for the 

larger losses measured on the other magnets. 
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7.4 Model for inter-strand eddy currents 

7.4.1 Case of a single cable Let us first consider a single Rutherford-type cable, 

exposed to a time-dependent external field. As we described earlier, and as is shown in 

Fig. 18, the Rutherford-type cables used in SSC magnets consist of a few tens of strands, 

twisted together, and shaped into a flat, two-layer, slightly keystoned conductor. The 

strands themselves are straight, except at the cable edges, where they are bent in a 

hairpinlike manner to ramp from one layer to the other. In such geometry, there are two 

types of inter-strand contacts: 1) line contacts between adjacent strands, and 2) surface 

contacts at the crossovers between strands of the two layers. 

FIGURE 18: Rutherford-type cable used in superconducting particle accelerator magnets. 

Following References 52 through 54, we assume that the crossover contact 

resistances are much smaller than the line contact resistances, and that the latter can be 

neglected. Hence, the smallest loops, where inter-strand eddy currents can be generated, are 

constituted by two adjacent strands of one layer crossing over two adjacent strands of the 
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other layer. These loops are referred to as elementary loops, and the cable is represented by 

the model circuit of Fig. 19. 

I 
I 
I 

------ 

TIP45906 

FIGURE 19: Model circuit for a N-strand, two-layer Rutherford-type cable exposed to a 
time dependent magnetic field. The cable parameters and the magnetic field, which may 
vary across the cable width, are assumed to be uniform along the cable length. 

Two indexes are required to properly identify the crossover contacts of the model 

circuit of Fig. 19: one for the rows, p ,  where 1 I p  I N-1, and one for the columns, 4, where 

4 can assume all relative integer values. A row is defined as a series of crossover contacts 

on a straight line parallel to the cable axis. A column is defined as a series of crossover 

contacts on a zigzag line across the cable width. The rows are counted starting from the thin 
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edge of the slightly keystoned cable. The columns are counted from left to right, starting 

from an arbitrary position along the cable axis. The current circulating in a given cross-over 

resistance, rp,q, is referred to as iPyq, and is counted positively when flowing from the 

bottom to the top layer of the cable (see Fig. 20). The magnetic flux, @p,q, through an 

elementary loop is reckoned by the indexes of the crossover resistance at its left-hand side 

corner and is counted positively when penetrating the cable from the bottom. For a given 

column of a N-strand cable, there are (N-1) cross-over resistances, cross-over currents, and 

elementary loops. 

4 iN-1,q 4 iN-l,q+l 
(d) 

TIP45907 

FIGURE 20: Elementary loops of the model circuit for a Rutherford-type cable exposed to 
a time-dependent magnetic field: a) at the thin edge of the slightly keystoned cable, b) in 
the middle of the cable and for p even, b) in the middle of the cable and for p odd, and d) at 
the thick edge of the cable and for N even. 
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The crossover currents can be determined by applying Faraday’s law to the (N-1) 

elementary loops of the 4-th column. For the loop at the cable thin edge (see Fig. 20(a)), we 

get 

For the loops in the middle of the cable, and for p even, 2 S p  5 N-2 (see Fig. 20(b)), we 

get 

while for p odd, 3 5 p 5 N-2 (see Fig. 20(c)), we get 

For the loop at the thick edge of the cable, and if N is even (see Fig. 20(d)), we get 

d%-1, 
m-l ,q  iN-l,q m-l ,q+l  iN-l,q+l - m-2,q iN-24 = dt 9 

while if Nis odd, we get 

d@N-1, rN-l,q iN-l,q + m-l,q+l  iN-l.q+l - W-Z,q+l iN-Z,q+l = dt 

(474 

A method to determine the general solutions of the system of Eqs. (47) is developed 

in Reference 54. The problem, however, can be simplified considerably by assuming that 

the crossover resistances, the elementary fluxes, and the crossover currents are uniform 

along the cable axis, and, forp, 1 I p  5 N-1, and for all 4, satisfy the conditions 
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‘p,q+l = ‘p,q 9 

and 

ip,q+l = ip,q 

Then, the dependence of Eqs. (47a) through (47e) on the column number vanishes, and the 

system can be written 

and 

forp, 2 I p  IN-2, 

(Note that Eqs. (49a) through (49c) apply for both N even and N odd.) 

The solutions of the system of Eqs. (49) are 

and 

forp ,2 I p  IN-1. 

In addition, the power, Pc, dissipated per cable unit length by the crossover currents 

can be derived as 
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N P,=-C rp ip2 , 
Lc p=l 

where Lc is the cable pitch length. 

Given the values of the elementary fluxes and of the crossover resistances, Eqs. (50a), 

(50b), and (51) enable one to calculate the crossover currents and their power dissipation. 

The next step is to calculate the eddy currents induced along the cable strands, to which we 

shall refer as branch currents. 

Looking again at the model circuit of Fig. 19, let J designate the current circulating 

in the branch from rl,q to rl,q+l at the thin edge of the cable (see Fig. 21(a)), and let J 
N 4  

designate the current circulating in the branch from rN-l,q to rN-l,q+l at the thick edge of 

the cable (see Fig. 21(d)). For the top-layer branches in the middle of the cable, let 3:: 

designate the current circulating in the branch from rp-l,q to rPlq, if p is even, 2 I p I N-1, 

and in the branch from rP-lyq to rp,q+l, i fp  is odd, 3 I p  I N-1 (see Figs. 21(b) and 21(c)). 

For the bottom-layer branches in the middle of the cable, let Jbot designates the current 

circulating in the branch from rp,q to rp-l,q+l, if p is even, 2 5 p 5 N-1, and in the branch 

from rPs to rp-l,q, if p is odd, 3 5 p SN-1. For a given column of a N-strand cable, there are 

(N-2) top-layer branch currents, and (N-2) bottom-layer branch currents, which, with the 

two edge branch currents, make a total of 2(N-1) branch currents. 

1 4 

P19 
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FIGURE 21: Nodes of the model circuit for a Rutherford-type cable exposed to a time- 
dependent magnetic field: a) at the thin edge of the slightly keystoned cable, b) in the 
middle of the cable and for p even, c) in the middle of the cable and for p odd, and d) at the 
thick edge of the cable and for N even. 

The branch currents can be determined by applying Kirchoff's law at the nodes at 

both extremities of the (N-1) crossover resistances. For the top and bottom nodes of rl,q 

(see Fig. 21(a)), we get 

and 
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For the top and bottom nodes of rp,qy and forp even, 2 . Ip  I N-2 (see Fig. 21(b)), we get 

JtoP+i  P 4  PSI =fop P + h  (524 

and 

30‘ - i  = J b o t ,  
P+Lq PY9 P 4  

while forp odd, 3 I p  5 N-2 (see Fig. 21(c)), we get 

JtoP + i  = j o P  
P4-1 P.9 P + U  

and 

Pot - i  =PO‘ 
P+Lq-l p,q P 4  * 

For the top and bottom nodes of and if Nis even (see Fig. 21(d)), we get 

JtOP N-l.q-1 + i  N-1.q = J  N,q ’ (5%) 

and 

while if N is odd, we get 

JtoP 
N-l,q + L l , q  = JN,q (52i) 

and 

(528 - Jb”‘ 
JN,q-l - k-1,q - N-Lq 

The general solutions of the system of Eqs. (52) can be determined by following a 

method similar to the method developed in Reference 54 for the crossover currents. Once 
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again, however, the problem can be simplified considerably by assuming that the crossover 

currents and the branch currents are uniform along the cable axis, and, for p, 1 5 p I N-1, 

and for all 4, satisfy Eq. (48c) and the conditions 

and 

With these assumptions, the dependence of Eqs. (52a) through (52j) on the column number 

vanishes, and it can be shown readily that 

forp, 2 I p  I N-1. (53) 

Let Jp designate this common value. It thus appears that, in the middle of the cable, the 

branch currents can be regarded as flowing along zigzag paths parallel to the cable rows. 

Taking Eq. (53) into account, the above system of 2(N-1) unknowns and 2(N-1) 

equations can be reduced to the following system of N unknowns and (N-1) equations 

Jp=Jpl+ip , (54) 

The system of Eq. (54) has one more unknown than equation, and thus, is 

undetermined. An additional equation can be written by expressing that no net current is 

expected to result from the cable eddy currents. Hence, the sum of the branch currents 

flowing through a given cross-section of the conductor should be zero 

N 
Jp=O. 

P=l 
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and 

Combining Eq. (55) and the system of Eq. (54) yields 

N-1 
J1 =-m (N-m) im , 

m=l 

for p , 2 I p I N .  
m=l 

Eqs. (56a) and (56b) enable one to calculate the branch currents as a function of the 

crossover currents, which, given the elementary fluxes and the crossover resistances, can be 

determined using Eqs. (50a) and (50b). 

If we further assume that the crossover resistances and the elementary fluxes are all 

equal, Eqs. (50), (51), and (56) can be written 

* P W - P )  d@ 
2 rc dt ' 'p = forp, 1 Sp 5 N-1, 

-N(N2-1) + 2p(p-1)(3N-2p+l) - d o  
dt ' J p  = 24 rc forp, 1 I p  5 N, 

and 

(57) 

where rc and @ designate the common values of crossover resistances and elementary 

fluxes. Here we have used the well known identities 

N 
N(N+l) C P '  2 7 

P=l 
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N(N+1)(2N+1) 
N c P2= 6 Y 

P=l 

and 

@(N+ 1)2 N 

p=l c p 3 =  4 

Considering that there are N(N-1) elementary loops per cable pitch length, an 

estimate of @ is simply given by 

where wc is the cable width, and Bt, l  is the supposedly uniform component of the external 

field perpendicular to the cable. 

By combining Eqs. (58) and (61), on can derive the expression of the thin-edge 

branch current, J1 

which, with the thick-edge branch current, JN, can be verified to be the most intense. 

By combining Eqs. (59) and (61), one can also derive the power dissipation 

where we recognize an expression similar to that presented in Reference 52. (Note that, in 

Eq. (63), Lc corresponds to the full pitch length of the cable, while Reference 52 uses the 

cable half-pitch length). 



For the SSC inner cable, N = 30, wc = 12 .34  mm, and Lc = 86 mm. Assuming a field 

ramp rate of 0 . 1  T/s and a crossover resistance of 1 pa, we get: 1111 = 1 3 7  A, and Pc = 

1.1 W/m. This simple calculation shows that the branch currents can be very large and that 

the crossover currents can dissipate sizable power. 

7.4.2 Case of a magnet coil Having treated the case of a rectilinear and infinite cable, 

we can now go back to the case of a magnet coil. Assuming that the elementary fluxes, the 

crossover resistances, the crossover currents, and the branch currents are uniform along the 

axis of every turn of every layer, the (A$-1) crossover currents, il,k,p, 1 5 p 5 N1-1, and 

N1 branch currents, Jl,k,p, 1 5 p 5 N1, of turn k of layer l can be computed as 

and 

and 

Jl,k,p = Jl,k,p -k f o r p , 2 5 p I N Y  

where q k Y p  and @l,k,p, 1 5 p 5 N1-1 designate the (N1-1) crossover resistances and 

elementary fluxes of the given turn. 
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I k  The position in the complex plane, zbYp, of the center of the p-th elementary loop of 

turn k of layer I can be estimated to be 

1 zlyk + Z Y  1 z’”+zf;k 
“yky1=(1-2(Nl-2))( z@ 2 )+2(N1-2)( 2 ) ’  

and 

I k  where Z 

Fig. 14). 

through Z’I;“ designate the positions of the four comers of the given turn (see 

I k  Let E; and Elsk designate the x- and y-components of a unit vector parallel to the Y 

midplane of turn k of layer I. We have 

The components e and of a unit vector perpendicular to the midplane of tum k 

of layer I are given by 

Hence, at position zhYp, I k  the component of the transport-current field, B t , l ,  

perpendicular to the midplane of the cable may be derived as 
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and its time derivative may derived as 

Considering that there are Ni(N1-1) elementary loops per pitch length of the layer4 

cable, the time derivatives of the elementary fluxes can then be estimated as 

and 

forp, 2 <p  5 N1- 2, 

where wi and Li  designate the width and the pitch length of the layer-2 cable. The 

difference between Eq. (71a) and Eq. (71b) arises from the fact that, in the model circuit of 

Fig. 19, the loops at the cable edges are smaller than the loops in the middle of the cable. It 

can be seen in Eqs. (71a) and (71b) that, as expected, the time derivatives of the elementary 

fluxes are proportional to (dIt/dt). 
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Given the values of the crossover resistances, and substituting the above expressions 

for the time derivatives of the elementary fluxes into Eqs. (64) and (65), it is now possible 

to calculate the crossover currents and the branch currents in each turn, of the coil. As for 

the time derivatives of the elementary fluxes, these eddy currents are proportional to 

(dIt/dt). 

In the above computation, weoassumed that the crossover resistances, the elementary 

fluxes, and the inter-strand eddy currents were uniform along the cable axis. As a result, in 

the middle of the cable, the branch currents flow along zigzag paths parallel to the cable 

rows. Away from the cable, the field produced by a zigzag branch current can be 

approximated by the field produced by a rectilinear current-line of same intensity and 

located at the centerline of the zigzag path. Hence, the field distortions caused by the inter- 

strand eddy currents can be calculated by associating with each turn of the coil, N1 current- 

lines, of intensity, p, where 

and located at zl:k,p, where 

and 
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The field, Bizer, produced by the branch currents generated in turn k of layer I is 

obtained by summing the contributions from the N1 current-lines associated with this turn, 

along with the contributions from the mirror images of these current lines in the iron yoke. 

Within the coil aperture, BEer may be written as 

00 

where 

Ik . 

e m  Here, z ’ yp designates the location of the mirror image in the iron yoke of the current-line 

located at z p  (see Eq. (9b)). It can be seen from Eq. (75) that the dependence of Akfinter 

and B);inter on the ramp rate is determined by the dependence of which were shown 

to vary linearly as a function of (dl,ldt). 

The overall field, Binter, produced by the inter-strand eddy currents generated within 

the magnet coil is obtained by summing the contributions from each turn. Within the coil 

aperture, we simply have 

00 

Binter(x + ir> = C (Bn,inter + snjnter)  
n=O 

where An,inter and Bn,inter are the inter-strand eddy current components of the (2n+l)-pole 

fields given by 
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Similarly, the overall power, Pinten dissipated per coil unit length by the intra-strand 

eddy currents is given by 

where Ptzer is the power loss per unit length of turn k of layer Z 

The above expressions show that An,inter and Bn,inter vary linearly as a function of 

(dIt/dt), while Pinter is proportional to (dIt/dt)2. 

7.4.3 Discussion The model described in the previous section enables one to calculate 

the field distortions and the power dissipation due to inter-strand eddy currents. The field 

distortions and the power dissipation are mainly determined by the values of crossover 

currents and branch currents, which themselves depend on the values of elementary fluxes 

and crossover resistances. Hence, for a given magnetic design and given cable geometries, 

the only variables in the model are the ramp rate and the values of crossover resistances. 

Let us, for now, assume that the crossover resistance is uniform throughout the coils, and 

let rc designate this common value. 

Similarly to the persistent magnetization currents and the intra-strand eddy currents, 

the distribution of inter-strand eddy currents determined above follows the symmetry of the 
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transport-current field. Hence, if the crossover resistance is uniform, only the allowed 

multipole fields are affected. In this case, the dependence of B2m,inter and Pinter on (dIt,dt) 

and rc can be expressed as 

0 
B2m,inter 3 

&m,inter = r, dt ' 

and 

In Eqs. (80) and (81), the inverse proportionality of B2m,inter and Pinter to the crossover 

resistancecomes from the fact that the branch currents and the crossover currents are 

themselves inversely proportional to r,. 

Table VII summarizes the values of Bo,inter, O BO 2,inter, BO I,inter, and Pinter obtained for a 

number of superconducting dipole magnet designs built around the world. Table VI1 

includes the 5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnet design discussed in this paper, along with 

the old 4-cm aperture dipole magnet design considered at the beginning of the SSC 

project>5 and an alternate 5-cm aperture dipole magnet design (referred to as SSC/HEB), 

developed by SSCL, and given as a built-to-print package to WEC for their short model 

magnet program.56 It also includes the results of computations for the Tevatron dipole 

magnets>7 the HEM dipole magnets,5* and the dipole magnets for the Relativistic Heavy 
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TABLE VII: Predicted field distortions and power dissipation due to inter-strand eddy currents for various superconducting dipole 
magnet designs. 

HEM RHIC ssc 
4-cm Apert: 

ssc 
5-cm Apert. 

SSC/HEB Tevatron 

Transfer Function (T/kA)a 0.935 0.709 1.025 1.048 1.028 0.953 
Inner Cable 

Width (mm) 
Twist Pitch (mm) 
Number of Strands 

Width (mm) 
Twist Pitch (mm) 
Number of Strands 

Outer Cable 

Field Distortionsb 
(Gauss.mQ/(A/s)) 

(Gauss.mQ/(A/s)) 

(Gauss.mQ/(A/s)) 

0,inter 

2,inter 

4,inter 

B 

B 

B 

Power Dissipation 
‘inter O (10-3 w . ~ Q / ~ ( A / S ) ~ )  

10 
95 
24 

9.73 
74 
30 

9.296 
79 
23 

12.34 
86 
30 

12.34 
86 
30 

7.8 
57 
23 

I 

I 
2 10 

95 
24 

d a  
d a  
d a  

9.728 
74 
30 

11.68 
94 
36 

11.68 
94 
36 

7.8 
57 
23 

1.5 

+0.4 

-0.05 

0.5 

4-0.2 

-0.02 

2.6 

+0.04 

-0.05 

6.5 

-1-0.4 

-0.02 

6.1 

+0.4 

-0.0 1 

0.6 

0.2 

-0.0 1 

0.9 0.3 0.7 2.4 2.2 0.4 

I 

a On magnet axis. 
At the reference radius (1 cm for SSC designs, 2.5 cm for all other designs). 



Ion Collider (FWIC) now under construction at BNL.59 The values in Tab. VII correspond 

to cases where all crossover contacts are assumed to be conductive. For the SSC designs, 

the multipole field values are quoted at a reference radius of 1 cm, while for all other 

designs, the reference radius is 2.5 cm. Table VII also lists the cable parameters relevant to 

the computation of inter-strand eddy currents. 

In the case of the HERA dipole magnets, the cable strands were coated with a thin 

layer of 5 wt% silver-95 wt% tin solder called stabrite. The purpose of this coating was to 

prevent the uncontrolled formation of a copper oxide layer on the strand surfaces, and to 

make the crossover resistances as uniform as possible along the cable and throughout the 

magnet coils. Measurements on short samples of HERA cables have shown: r, = 2.1 k 

0.5 w.60 Introducing this value into Eq. (80) yields 

This predicted ramp rate dependence of the normal sextupole field appears to be in good 

agreement with the results of magnetic measurements as a function of ramp rate recently 

carried out at DESY.61 Such an agreement gives us some confidence that the model we 

have developed has a sound basis. 

In the case of the Tevatron dipole magnets, the coils were wound with so-called zebra 

cables..In a zebra cable, half of the strands are coated with stabrite, while the other half are 

coated with ebanol. Ebanol is a chemical which favors the development of black copper 

oxide on the strand surfaces. The stabrite- and ebanol-coated strands are alternated, 

yielding a pattern of black and silver stripes resembling a zebra. The purpose of this mixed 
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coating was to reduce the number of crossover contacts which are conductive while still 

allowing some possibility of current redistribution among the cable strands. If we assume 

that the ebanol coating results in a perfect isolation, only the stabritektabrite crossovers let 

eddy currents flow, reducing the number of electrical paths to one fourth. Hence, compared 

to a case where all crossover contacts are assumed to be conductive, the effects of inter- 

strand eddy currents for a zebra cable are expected to be four times smaller. 

In the case of the SSC dipole magnets, the values quoted in Tab. VII show that the 

5-cm aperture designs are much more sensitive to inter-strand eddy currents than the 4-cm 

aperture design. This increase in sensitivity can be understood when considering that the 

5-cm aperture designs rely on cables that are wider and have a larger number of strands. 

For instance, Eq. (63) shows that the power dissipation per cable unit length is roughly 

proportional to the square of the number of strands and to the square of the cable width. 

Hence, when going from a 23-strand7 9.3-mm wide cable to a 36-strand7 12.3-mm wide 

cable, the power dissipation in the inner coils can be expected to increase by a factor of 3. 

This ratio is consistent with the increase in power dissipation per coil unit length seen 

in Tab. VII. 

As for the intra-strand eddy currents, the energy, Einter, dissipated per coil unit length 

during a current cycle can be estimated as 



where 

0 
0 'inter Ein,Jcycle) = I P.O iuti =- j' latl . 

r~ cycle inter cycle 

For the 5-cm aperture SSC design and a 500-5000-500 A cycle, we get 

E.' = 9000 P.' = 21.6 J.pX2/m/(A/s) . inter inter 

(84) 

To complete this discussion of the model with uniform crossover resistance, 

Figs. 22(a) and 22(b) present three-dimensional plots of A;,inter and Bi5nter (z-axis) as a 

function of turn position in the x-y plane. The computation was done for the 

5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnet cross-section, with rc = 1 1.18 and dIt/dt = 1 Ns. It can be 

Ik 

seen clearly that the amplitude and sign of the contributions to the multipole fields of the 

inter-strand eddy currents generated in a given coil turn strongly depend on the turn 

position. In the case of the skew quadrupole field, the upper coil turns all yield a negative 

contribution, while the lower coil turns all yield a positive contribution. If the crossover 

resistance is uniform, these contributions cancel out, resulting in a zero Al,intep For the 

normal sextupole, the pattern is more complicated, with a change of sign in each coil 

quadrant, when going from the turns next to the pole to the turns close to the midplane. 

However, Fig. 22@) shows also that the contributions of the turns close to the midplane are 

larger than the contributions of the turns next to the pole, thus resulting in a net, positive 

&,inter. Furthermore, unlike what we obtained for the intra-strand eddy currents, the signs 

of B and B are the same as the signs of SB2 and SB4in Tab. IV, and effects of 2m,inter 2m,inter 
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FIGURE22: Contributions to the multipole fields of the inter-strand eddy currents 
generated in a given coil turn of the 5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnet cross-section as a 
function of turn position: a) skew quadruple field, b) normal sextupole field. The multipole 
fields are in Gauss. The crossover resistance is assumed to be uniform, equal to 1 pQ, and 
the ramp rate is taken equal to i Ms. 



the same order of magnitude as S B ~  and S B ~  can be reproduced by considering crossover 

resistances of the order of, or less than, 10 pS2. It thus appears that the inter-strand eddy 

current model we have developed may enable us to simulate behaviors similar to the 

observed anomalous behaviors of the type-A magnets. 

8 MODEL FOR TYPE-A BEHAVIOR 

Using the models of intra-strand and inter-strand eddy current developed above, let us 

now try to interpret some of the test data from the SSC dipole magnet prototypes. 

8.1 Interpretation of energy loss data 

As we described in the “Energy Loss Measurements” section (section 6), except for a 

number of FNAL-measured magnets where the data look suspicious, the energy loss per 

cycle appears to increase linearly as a function of ramp rate. This linear increase is 

consistent with what can be expected from the combined effects of the intra- and inter- 

strand eddy currents. Hence, we are led to write that the slope of the measured energy 

losses, SE, is the sum of two terms 

SE = Sintra + Sinter 7 (86) 

where Sinus is the slope of the intra-strand eddy current losses, and Sinter is the slope of the 

inter-strand eddy current losses. 

For the intra-strand losses, and assuming that the RRR is the same for the two inner 

where L, designates the magnet length. 
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For the inter-strand losses, and looking at Eq. (83), we are led to introduce an 

effective crossover resistance, rc,e, defined as 

This effective value corresponds to the average crossover resistance that is required to 

produce the observed effects. 

In the case of the intra-srand eddy currents, we have shown that, for a RRR in the 

range 100 to 200, and for a 500-5000-500 A cycle, I&tra was in the range 0.06 to 

0.09 J/d(Ns). For a 15-m long magnet, this yields values in the range 0.9 to 1.3 J/(A/s). 

However, we also pointed out that our predictions may be somewhat underestimated. Since 

no systematic data on intra-strand losses are available, we thus shall use these values only 

for qualitative comparisons. In the case of the inter-strand eddy currents, an estimate of 

is provided by Eq. (85). For a 15-m long magnet, this yields a value of 

324 J.pQ/(A/s). 

Looking now at the slopes of the energy loss data listed in Tab. V, it appears that, for 

the type-A magnets with the largest ramp rate sensitivity (magnets DCA312, DCA3.14, and 

DCA315), SE is at least one order magnitude larger than the predicted effects of intra- 

strand eddy currents. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that, for these magnets, the losses 

are dominated by inter-strand eddy currents and that 

SE Sinter 
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An estimate of rc,e can then be obtained by combining Eqs. (88) and (89). The resulting 

values are listed in the last column of Tab. V. For these three magnets, the effective 

crossover resistance appears to be in the range 5 to 10 pil. 

The interpretation of the energy loss data of the other magnets is somewhat more 

delicate. Indeed, in this case, SE is of the same order of magnitude as the predicted effects 

of intra-strand eddy currents. It may even be that, for the magnets with the lowest slopes 

(magnets DCA211, DCA317, and DCA318 at BNL), the intra-strand eddy currents are the 

dominant effects. In the absence of reliable estimates for qnWa, only a lower bound of the 

effective crossover resistance can be obtained by writing 

The resulting values are listed in the last column of Tab. V. (Note that the data from the 

FNAL-measured magnets which exhibit a quadratic increase were discarded.) It appears 

that the effective crossover resistances of magnets DCA3 17 and DCA3 18 are at least one 

order of magnitude larger than the effective crossover resistances of magnets DCA312, 

DCA3 14, and DCA3 15. 

In summary, the ramp-rate dependence of the energy loss data of Figs. 13(a) and 

13(b) can be explained in terms of intra- and inter-strand eddy currents, and the observed 

magnet-to-magnet variations can be explained by variations in the crossover resistances. 
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’ 8.2 Interpretation of anomalous dynamic Beld behavior 

8.2.1 Inter-strand eddy currents and un-allowed multipole fields As we discussed in 

the section “Influence of Intra-Strand Eddy Currents” (section 7.3.3), the amplitudes and 

O cannot account for the values of s B 2  and &34 listed in signs of BZm,inEa and B~m,intra 

Tab. IV. On the other hand, and as we discussed in the section “Influence of Inter-Strand 

are the same as the as Eddy Currents” (section 7.4.3), the signs of Bim,inter and B2m,inter 

the signs of $32 and SB~, and effects of the same order of magnitude as s332 and &34 can be 

0 

0 

reproduced by considering crossover resistances of the order of, or less than, 10 pQ. In 

addition, it appeared that the effective crossover resistances estimated from the energy loss 

data on magnets DCA312, DCA314, and DCA315 were in the range 5 to 10 pQ. Inter- 

strand eddy currents thus look like a good candidate for explaining the anomalous dynamic 

field behavior of the type-A magnets. 

We have shown (also in section 7.4.3) that, if the crossover resistance is uniform 

throughout the coils, the inter-strand eddy currents only affect the allowed multipole fields. 

However, for the prototypes with the most anomalous dynamic field behaviors, eddy- 

current-related effects were observed in most of the un-allowed multipole fields. To explain 

such contributions to un-allowed multipole fields, one has thus to consider eddy current 

distributions which violate the symmetries of the transport-current field. For instance, to 

explain an eddy current contribution to the skew quadrupole field, the eddy currents have to 

be tophottom asymmetric. Similarly, to explain an eddy current contribution to the normal 

quadrupole field, the eddy currents have to be lefvright asymmetric. Furthermore, in the 

inter-strand eddy current model the we developed, the only parameter susceptible to vary, 
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and to result in asymmetric eddy current distributions, is the crossover resistance. Hence, 

eddy current related effects in the un-allowed multipole fields can only be explained if the 

crossover resistance is not uniform but is assumed to vary from turn to turn as a function of 

the azimuth. 

8.2.2 Determining the distribution of crossover resistance Having made the assumption 

that the crossover resistance was not uniform, we can now, for a given magnet, try to 

determine the azimuthal distribution that is required to simulate the observed effects. A first 

guess at this distribution can be obtained by considering that the main contribution to the 

multipole fields comes from the eddy currents flowing near the inner radius of the inner 

coils. Replacing the coil by a cylindrical and non-uniform current sheet, and taking an 

inverse Fourier transform, one can then determine the azimuthal current distribution that is 

needed to generate the measured multipole fields. The peaks and valleys of this distribution 

indicate where the extrema of crossover resistance are located. Having guessed a profile, 

and relying on the slope of the energy loss data to set a scale, we can now iterate on the full 

model, and determine a crossover resistance distribution, which results in an eddy current 

distribution, that can account for both the observed field behavior and the measured energy 

losses. 

This cumbersome iterative process can be avoided by formulating our search for a 

crossover resistance distribution into an optimization problem. Let us first reduce the 

number of free parameters by assuming that the crossover resistances of a given turn are all 

the same, and let q k  designates this common value. Eqs. (75) and (79) can then be written 
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and 

1,k 
I,k Qinter (d&T 

‘inter - q , k  

dtk and qZer are coefficients which only depend on the geometry, and where Cn,inter’ n,inter’ 

which, for a given design, can be considered as constant. In addition, by integrating 

Eq. (92) in a way similar to what was done for Eq. (83), the energy, E:$er, dissipated per 

unit length of turn k of layer I during a current cycle can be written 

where, providing that the current cycle is always the same, 4ier can also be considered as 

a constant coefficient. 

By summing the contributions from all the turns and equating the results to the 

measured slopes of the multipole fields and the energy loss as a function of ramp rate, the 

following set of equations can be derived 

2 Ki 

and 
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where g1.k = 1/q& designate the crossover conductance. (In practice, equality constraints 

such as Eqs. (94a) and (94b) are only written for a limited number of multipole fields.) 

Of course, the system of Eqs. (94) has many more unknowns than equations, and is 

undetermined. To converge towards a solution we therefore need to add more constraints 

and, if possible, an optimization function. First, we can express that the crossover 

conductances should all be positive. This yields the following set of inequality constraints 

(95) gl,k 2 0 9 for Z=1 or 2, and fork, 1 5  k5 K1. 

Second, we can express that, although the crossover conductance may vary from turn to 

turn, the variations are expected to be relatively smooth. Hence, we can look for the 

solutions of the system of Eqs. (94) which minimize the differences in conductance 

between adjacent turns of the same coil, as well as the overall standard deviation of the 

conductances over the coil cross section. This can be done by minimizing the function, H, 

defined as 

Here, r l , k  = 1 if turn k and (k+l) are in the same coil of layer I, and r l , k  = 0 otherwise, 

while a, is a free parameter which can be adjusted to get a stable solution. (In most 

practical cases, a can be set to 1.) 
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Our problem can now be formulated as determining the (K1 +K2) variables, 

g 1,19-&1,K19 g2,19***9gl,K29 which minimize the function H defined by Eq. (96), while 

satisfying the equality constraints (94a), (94b), and (94c), and the inequality 

constraints (95). Such a problem falls into the realm of quadratic programming,62 and can 

be solved numerically, using for instance the subroutine QPROG of the LMSL@ 

MATH/LE3RARYTM.63 

8.2.3 Simulation results For the 5-cm aperture SSC dipole magnet design, the total 

number of variables (which is equal to the total number of turns) is 180. As shown by the 

system of Eqs. (94), the total number of equality constraints depend on how many SA, and 

Sg,one wants to match. The computations presented below were done by matching the 

slopes of the multipole fields from the quadrupole (n=l) to the 14-pole (n=6). Hence, the 

total number of equality constraints was 13, while the total number of inequality constraints 

was 180. Furthermore, it was observed that, as a result of the optimization process, the 

crossover resistance variations in the outer coils were always small compared to the 

crossover resistance variations in the inner coils. Hence, the number of variables was 

reduced to 77 by assuming that the crossover resistance was uniform in the outer coils. 

Figures 23(a) through 23(d) display the results of the optimization process described 

above for the data corresponding to position 1 of magnet DCA3 12. Figure 23(a) presents a 

three-dimensional plot of 81,k (z-axis) as a function of turn position in the x-y plane. 

Figures 23(b) and 23(c) present similar three-dimensional plots for the resulting crossover 

current and branch current distributions at a ramp rate of 1 Ns, while Fig. 23(d) shows a 

plot of Pinter 1,k as a function of turn position for the same ramp rate. As expected, some turns 
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of the inner coils appear to have significantly larger crossover conductances than average, 

and these turns also correspond to peaks of eddy currents and power dissipation. The 

results presented here are representative of the results of the optimization process for the 

three axial positions on magnet DCA312, as well as of what is obtained for the other 

anomalous type-A magnets where measurements of the ramp rate dependence of the 

multipole fields are available. 
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FIGURE 23: Results of the optimization process for position 1 of 5-cm aperture SSC dipole 
magnet prototype DCA3 12 at BNL: a) crossover conductance as a function of turn position, 
b) crossover current distribution, c) branch current distribution, and d) power dissipation 
per unit length as function of turn position. The ramps rate is taken equal to 1 MS. 
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8.2.4 Model validation A number of checks can be made to assess the soundness of our 

simulations. The most obvious one is to verify that the distributions of branch currents that 

we have inferred does reproduce the observed multipole field distortions. Figures 24(a) 

through 24(f) present comparative plots of predicted and measured multipoles fields as a 

function of current at position 1 of magnet DCA312 and for a ramp rate of 32 Ns. In these 

figures, the measured values correspond to the re-scaled multipole fields at the given 

position, while the computed values correspond to the sums of the predicted effects of the 

persistent magnetization currents and of the intra-strand and inter-strand eddy currents. It 

appears that, in the current range where the iron yoke saturation effects are negligible, the 

sum of the predicted effects is in good agreement with the measurements. This, of course, 

is not a surprise and only shows that our simulation process is self-consistent. 

A more'meaningful check can be made by comparing the azimuthal localizations of 

the minima of crossover resistance with the azimuthal localizations of the high ramp rate 

quenches. Indeed, as we already pointed out, one of the results of the optimization process 

is that some of the turns have a significantly lower crossover resistance than average, and 

that these turns also correspond to peaks of eddy currents and power dissipation. Two 

reasons then concur to lower the margin of these turns faster than average while ramping 

the magnet: 1) the overheating due to the peak of power dissipation, and 2) the larger 

branch currents, which, at the inner edge of the inner coil turns, flow in the same direction 

as the transport current. Hence, one would expect the high ramp rate quenches to originate 

at these locations. 

* 
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FIGURE 24: Comparison between predicted and measured multipoles fields as a function 
of current for position 1 of magnet DCA3 12 at 32 Ns: a) skew quadrupole field, b) normal 
quadrupole field, c) skew sextupole field, d) normal sextupole field, e) skew decapole field, 
and f )  normal decapole field. The measured values are in Gauss and correspond to the re- 
scaled multipole fields at the given position. The computed values are also in Gauss and 
correspond to the sums of the predicted effects of the persistent magnetization currents and 
of the intra-strand and inter-strand eddy currents. 
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Table Vm summarizes the estimated azimuthal localizations of the inner coil turns 

with the lowest crossover resistance for the three axial positions along magnet DCA312. 

Also listed in Tab. VIIl are the corresponding values of crossover resistances, inner edge 

branch currents, and power dissipation per turn unit length for a ramp rate of 1 A/s. (Note 

that in the 5-cm aperture SSC cross-section, inner coil turns 6 and 7 are separated by a 

wedge, and that the magnetic flux embraced by turn 6, which is closer to the midplane and 

more perpendicular to the field, is somewhat larger than the magnetic flux embraced by 

turn 7. Hence, for similar values of crossover resistance-as is the case for the computed 

crossover resistance distributions at the three axial positions along magnet DCA3 12-the 

eddy currents and the power generated in turn 6 are larger than in turn 7.) 

TABLE Vm: Estimated localizations and estimated amplitudes of the minima of crossover 
resistance and of the maxima of eddy current and power dissipation at three axial positions 
along magnet DCA3 12. 

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 

5.5 m (LE) 0.5 m (NLE) 5.5 m (NLE) 

Turn Number (Quadrant) 617 (Q1) 7 (42) 7 (42) 

X-Over Res. (d) 2.9 2.8 2.0 

Peak Branch Curent (A)a 0.3710.29 0.30 0.42 

Power Dissipation (mW/m)a 20112 13 18 

a At 1 MS. 
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The data in Tab. VIII show that for position 1, the turns with the lowest crossover 

resistances are turns 6 and 7 of quadrant 1. This axial position (5.5 m from the magnet 

center towards the lead end) coincides with the axial localization of the 100-A/s quenches, 

which, as can be seen in Tab. 11, were estimated to have originated between turns 3 and 11 

of quadrant 1. The azimuthal localization of the 100-A/s quenches is thus consistent with 

the azimuthal localization of the minima of crossover resistance at the given axial position. 

Similarly, the data in Tab. VI11 show that for position 3, which corresponds to the axial 

localization of the 150-NS quenches (5.5 m from the magnet center towards the non-lead 

end), the turn with the lowest crossover resistance is turn 7 of quadrant 2. This azimuthal 

localization is consistent with the estimated azimuthal localizations of the 150-Ns 

quenches (between turns 6 and 12 of quadrant 2), and with the azimuthal localizations of 

the 200-A/s quenches (between turns 6 and 10 of quadrant 2), which also originated in the 

same area. 

Before going further, let us comment on the fact that, according to the data in 

Tabs. IV and VII, between positions 1 and 3 of magnet DIA312, the quenches and the 

localization of the minima of crossover resistance shift from quadrant 1 to quadrant 2. This 

can be understood qualitatively by considering that the values of S B ~  measured at these two 

positions are of opposite signs (see Tab. IV). As we have explained, a normal quadrupole 

field arises from lefvright asymmetries in the eddy currents. Hence, a change in the sign of 

the quadrupole field indicates that, at one position, the eddy currents are larger in one side 

of the coil assembly (e.g., the right side at position l), while, at the other position, they are 

larger in the other side of the coil assembly (e.g., the left side at position 3). In our 
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simulation, such a shift in the localization of the peak of eddy currents is explained by a 

shift in the localization of the minima of crossover resistance. It is also reasonable to 

speculate that .this shift is the cause of the shift in quench start localization. Note, however, 

that although we may have a qualitative understanding of why the quenches moved from 

quadrant 1 to quadrant 2, we cannot explain the change in axial localization. 

For all the cases where the ramp rate dependence of the multipole fields were 

measured at, or near, the axial localizations of the high ramp rate quenches listed in Tab. II, 

it was verified that there was a good agreement between the estimated azimuthal 

localizations of the quenches determined from the pickup coils’ data, and the azimuthal 

localizations of the minima of crossover resistance determined by the optimization process 

described above. This provides an independent verification of the soundness of our 

assumptions and of the simulation process we developed. In addition, the fact that the 

crossover resistances are not uniform, but vary from turn to turn, was confiimed recently by 

in-situ measurements performed on sections of collared-coil assembly cut from magnet 

DCA3 12.64 

8.5 Discussion 

In summary, the simulation described above can account for the observed dynamic field 

behavior, the measured eddy current losses, and the localization of the high ramp rate 

quenches of the anomalous type-A magnets. The origin of the anomalous type-A behavior 

is thus to be found in low and now uniform crossover resistances distributions. The next 

questions to ask are: what determine the values of the crossover resistances and how can 

such non-uniformities arise? 
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Unlike the HERA strands, the SSC strands are bare. Hence, the crossover resistances 

are determined mainly by the thickness of the copper oxide layer that develops (or does not 

develop) during the various steps of cable manufacturing and magnet assembly. Little is 

known about the parameters that influence the natural growth of copper oxide and no 

attempts were made to control it. Also, as we described earlier, the SSC strands use a high 

purity copper (RRR > 300) and they are not heat-treated after the final drawing. As a result, 

the RRR of the as-received cables is of the order of 40 (see Tab. I). After winding 

completion, the coils are cured for a couple of hours at a nominal temperature of 135°C and 

under a nominal pressure of 70 m a .  Curing is always accompanied by a strong annealing, 

and the RRRs of the cured coils (as measured during magnet cold-test) are usually in excess 

of 100. Furthermore, it is known for a fact that the temperature and pressure distributions 

during coil curing are not uniform,65 and that some of the turns, which may also be under 

stress concentration, are heated more rapidly and for a longer time than the rest of the coil. 

One .can then speculate that these pressure and temperature variations, on the background 

of a un-annealed cable having a particularly low level of oxidation, may be large enough to 

produce the non-uniformities in the crossover resistances that we have inferred. 

As we mentioned before, one of the type-A magnets (magnet DCA317) exhibited 

very little ramp rate sensitivity, as well in terms of quench current degradation, as in terms 

of energy losses and field distortions. The only difference between magnet DCA317 and 

the other type-A magnets built at FNAL, is that it was collared twice, and that the delay 

between coil curing and final collaring was of the order of 120 days, compared to less than 

50 days for the other magnets. The speculation here is that the longer delay between curing 
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and collaring, during which the un-compressed coils were exposed to air, may have allowed 

the growth of a thicker copper oxide layer, thus resulting in larger crossover resistances. In 

addition, the cyclic constraints applied to the cables as a result of multipole collaring may 

have severed the micro-bridges that could have been formed at the crossovers between 

strands during coil curing, thus also resulting in larger crossover resistances. Unfortunately, 

we do not have any experimental facts to support (or contradict) these speculations. 

The last question to ask is: why are the IGC strands more inclined to develop this 

kind of problems than the OST strands? None of the investigations that have been carried 

out to answer this question have been successful, and, up to this date, we do not have a 

convincing explanation for the difference in behavior. 

9 MODEL FOR TYPE-B BEHAVIOR 

From the data presented above, we concluded that ehUy currents played little role in the 

behavior of the type-B magnets, and that the dramatic quench current degradation at low 

ramp rate was not due to ramp-induced heating. The causes for type-B behavior thus have 

to be found elsewhere. Over the last couple years, many theories have been developed, and 

many potential causes have been identified, but the SSC project was canceled before any of 

them could be validated, either by experience or by inspection. Hence, up to this date, we 

only have a limited and qualitative understanding of what may be at the origin of the 

type-B behavior. 

As we described earlier, the Rutherford-type conductor used in superconducting 

particle accelerator magnets consists of a few tens of strands, twisted together, and shaped 

into a flat, two-layer, slightly keystoned cable. Each cable strand is characterized by a 
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V-I curve and a self-inductance. Each strand pair is characterized by a mutual inductance. 

Also, all the strands are coupled through the crossover resistances and the splice resistances 

at the coil ends. During energization, the current distributes itself among the cable strands 

according to this intricate network of resistances and inductances. 

Let us start by simplifying the problem and considering the case of a cable with 

insulated strands. In this case, an idea of how the current distributes itself, and how this 

distribution is affected by the ramp rate, can be obtained from the two-strand model 

developed in Reference 66 and reproduced in Fig. 25. When applying a constant voltage, 

U, to this model circuit, the current is shared between the two strands according to the 

system of equations 

U = L 1 - + + M + q I i  a1 a2 , 
dt 

U=Mdt+L2-++212 a1 dli , 
dt 

where 11 and 12 are the strands' currents, L1 and L2 are the strands' self-inductances, M is 

their mutual inductance, and rl and r2 are the splice resistances. 

U 
TIP45912 

FIGURE 25: Model circuit for two electrically-insulated, magnetically-coupled strands 
with series resistances. 
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. .  

This leads to the system of second order differential equations 

(L1k - M2) &22 + ( r1h  + r2 L1) dt a 2  + q r 2  12 - r1 u = 0 . 

The general solutions of the system of Eqs. (98) are 

U I l ( t )  = + I1,+ exp 

U 
r2 

12(t) = - + 12,+ exp 

(99a) . 

where 11,+, 11,-, 12,+, and 12,- are four integration constants to be determined from the initial 

conditions, and T+ and 7- are two time constants given by 

(1 OOa) 

(100b) 

If the strands’ initial currents are zero (Il(t=O) = 12(t=O) = 0), Eqs. (97) show that 
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Hence, it appears that the initial rates of current increase are determined by the inductive 

elements of the circuit. 

Furthermore, for I >> z; Eqs. (99) show that 

and 

U 
r2 

I 2 = - .  

(102a) 

( 102b) 

Hence it appears that, for ramps of long duration, the current repartition among the cable 

strands is determined by the resistive elements of the circuit. 

For the sake of the argument, let us now assume that rl = r2, and that (L2 -M) is 

larger than (L1- M>. Let us also assume that a quench only occurs when the current in at 

least one of the strands is larger than a given value, designated as Is. With these 

assumptions, Eqs. (101) show that, initially, the current in strand 1 increases more rapidly 

than in strand 2. However, for rates such that the duration of the ramp exceeds 2-, the 

current has time to redistribute itself through the splice resistances and Eqs. (102) show that 

it becomes uniform. Then, both strands reach Iq at the same time, and the total transport 

current, It = I1 + 12, at the time of the quench is 

I1=2 Is , at low ramp rates. (103) 

For large ramp rates, the current does not have the time to redistribute itself, and 

strand 1 reaches Is fust. Asymptotes to I1 and I2 at large ramp rates can be deterrnined by 
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assuming that the currents increase linearly as a function of time, with the slopes given 

by Eqs. (101). Hence, the time tq at which I1 reaches Is is 

and the total transport current at tq is 

I~ = (1 + -)I L1 -M e 2 Is , at large ramp rates. J52-M q 

For intermediate ramp rates, the total quench current can be shown to drop from the 

value given by Eq. (103) to the value given by Eq. (lOS), following a curve resembling that 

of the type-B magnets. 

Let us now go back to the case of a cable with non-insulated strands. There, the 

crossover resistances act as parallel paths through which, in addition to the splice 

resistances, the current redistributes itself. Attempts to describe such a cable lead rapidly to 

awkward equations,66 which’can be made even more cumbersome by taking into 

consideration the non-linear V-I characteristics of the strands.67 However, common sense 

tells that the underlying physics remains the same: at large ramp rates, the current 

repartition is mainly determined by the inductive elements of the circuit, while the static 

current repartition is only determined by the resistive elements. If the strands are identical 

and interchangeable, they all carry the same current, and changing the ramp rate is not 

expected to have any influence. However, if for one reason or another, the strands are not 

identical or are not interchangeable, the static and dynamic current repartitions can be 

different. The speculation is then that, as the ramp rate is increased, the current repartition 
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changes from one to the other, leading to the kind of quench behavior observed on the 

type-B magnets. The exact nature of the strand asymmetries at the origin of the current 

imbalances has yet to be identified. 

10 CASE OF MIXED TYPE-A AND TYPE-B BEHAVIORS 

As we mentioned earlier, the inner cables wound in the twenty 5-cm aperture, 15-m long 

SSC dipole magnet prototypes were made with strands purchased from three different 

manufacturers. So far, we have only discussed the behavior of magnets relying on inner 

strands coming from IGC and OST. The third inner strand manufacturer was Supercon, Inc. 

Among the magnets with Supercon inner strands, BNL magnets DCA212 and DCA213, 

and FNAL magnets DCA322 and DCA323 use strands produced from the same series of 

billets (2700 series). Let us now review the ramp rate sensitivity data of these four magnets. 

Figure 26 presents a summary plot of quench current versus ramp rate for magnets 

DCA212, DCA213, DCA322, and DCA323. (Note that some earlier version of this plot 

have been published which showed a somewhat erratic quench behavior for some of these 

magnets. It was later found that all the outlying quenches corresponded to pre-cycled 

ramps. For the plots in Fig. 26, we have retained only the quenches taken following the 

sequence: quench, ramp to quench.) The two FNAL magnets exhibit a behavior resembling 

that of the OST type-B magnets, with a significant decrease of the quench current at low 

ramp rates (although less pronounced than for most of the OST type-B magnets), followed 

by a much milder degradation at larger rates. Also, the shift in quench start localization 

from the inner coil pole turn to the multi-turn section near the inner coil midplane takes 

place between 4 A/s and 16 A/s,  which is similar to what was observed on the OST type-B 
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magnets (where the shift occurred between 1 A/s and 4 Ns), and is well below what was 

observed on the IGC type-A magnets (where the shift occurred between 25 A/s and 

50 Ns). The low ramp rate behavior of the two BNL magnets is identical to that of the 

FNAL magnets. At larger rates, however, the quench current degradation is much larger 

than for magnets DCA322 and DCA323, and is reminiscent of that seen on the IGC type-A 

magnets. 

0 100 200 300 

TIP45913 
Ramp rate (Nsec) 

FIGURE26: Ramp rate sensitivity of selected 5-cm aperture, 15-m long SSC dipole 
magnet prototypes using inner cable strands manufactured by Supercon (2700-series 
billets). 

Looking now at the energy loss data of Fig. 13 and Tab. V, it appears that, the losses 

of magnets DCA322 and DCA323 are comparable to the FNAL-measured losses of 

magnets DCA311, DCA318, and DCA319. Although we rose some questions about the 
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reliability of the low-level measurements, we concluded that these numbers could 

nevertheless be used for qualitative cross-magnet comparison. As such, the behavior of 

magnets DCA322 and DCA323 is indistinguishable from the behavior of the OST type-B 

magnets. At BNL, energy loss measurements were only performed on magnet DCA213, 

and the losses measured on this magnet appear unmistakably larger than the losses 

measured on magnets DCA211, DCA317, and DCA318. As for the quench performance, 

magnet DCA213 thus differentiates itself from the regular type-B magnets, and exhibits a 

behavior reminiscent of the type-A magnets. 

In addition, it is worth mentioning that magnetic measurements as a function of ramp 

rate were performed on magnets DCA213 and DCA323 and that neither magnet exhibited 

anomalous dynamic field behaviors. 

In summary, FNAL magnets DCA322 and DCA323 appear to behave like type-B 

magnets, while BNL magnets DCA212 and DCA213 present signs of mixed type-A and 

type-B behaviors: the low ramp rate behavior is similar to that of magnets DCA322 and 

DCA323, while the behavior at larger rates is reminiscent of the type-A magnets. One 

known difference between magnets DCA212 and DCA213, on one hand, and magnets 

DCA322 and DCA323, on the other hand, is the conductor insulation scheme and the 

associated coil curing cycle. The two BNL magnets rely on an all-Kapton@ insulation 

scheme with a polyimide adhesive coating which requires a short step at 225°C in the cure 

cycle. The two FNAL magnets also use an all-polyimide insulation scheme, but the curing 

temperature was only 170°C. As we described earlier, coil curing is always accompanied 

by a strong annealing of the conductor copper, and one expects the extend of this annealing 
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to depend on the curing temperature. Table I(c) shows that the RRRs measured on magnets 

DCA322 and DCA323 are in the range 60 to 70, while that measured on magnets DCA212 

and DCA213 are of the order of 140. It thus appears that the two magnets with the higher 

peak curing temperature experienced a much stronger annealing. One may then speculate 

that this stronger annealing limited the growth of the copper oxide layer at the strand 

periphery, resulting in smaller crossover resistances, and causing magnets DCA212 and 

DCA213 to start exhibiting signs of type-A behavior. 

11 CONCLUSION 

The investigations reported here show that the type-A behavior can be explained in terms 

of inter-strand eddy currents arising from low and non-uniform resistances at the crossovers 

between the strands of the two-layer, Rutherford-type cable. They also suggest that 

anomalies in the transport-current repartition among the cable strands may be the cause of 

the type-B behavior. However, the SSC project was cancelled before the exact nature of 

these anomalies could be determined. It is nevertheless the hope of the authors that the 

experience and knowledge gained during the SSC magnet R&D program will not get lost 

and that some of the work presented in this paper can be of use for other programs. 
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